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jj Your Analysis of 1937

By

A l ma Crawford Graning

Is Now Off The Press And Ready For You!
YOUR ANAIASIS OF 1937 IS BIGGER AND BETTER THAN ANY THAT 

HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY OFFERED TO YOU!

THIS SENSATIONAL ANALYSIS OF 1937 GIVES YOU:

YOUR PERSONAL YEAR OF 1937 ACCORDING TO YOUR BIRTHDAY; 
REVEALS THE INFLUENCE OF THE PLANETS UPON WORLD AFFAIRS; 
REVEALS THE INFLUENCE OF THE PLANETS UPON YOU, YOUR 

HOME, YOUR BUSINESS, YOUR PERSONAL AFFAIRS, AND 
AN ENTIRE NEW DEPARTMENT:

An Astrological Almanac For 1937
WHICH GIVES YOU THE BEST DATES FOR BUYING, SELLING, PLANT

ING, FISHING, BUSINESS, NEW ENDEAVORS, BUILDING AND 
MANY OTHER INTERESTING FEATURES.

I  Alma Crawford Graning’s Sensational Offer of
Your Analysis of 1937

IS A SERVICE THAT YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS.

„  SEND FOR IT IMMEDIATELY!!!
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SEND YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, BIRTH DATE AND ONE DOLLAR ($1.00) 
ADDRESS YOUR LETTERS TO:

ALMA CRAWFORD GRANING,
Box 36, Station “ A”

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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AN ASTROLOGER REVIEWS THE PROFESSION
By

T. WINDSOR, M. Sc., D. A ., F. B. A . S. A.
The average article, appearing in class mag

azines or journals, attempts to justify or de
fend something, unless it takes on the task of 
trying to explain the workings of a particular 
phase of the subject written upon. This is par
ticularly true of the various writers’ efforts in 
Astrological Publications. This manner of pre
sentation prevents the student or layperson from 
ever viewing Astrology as a picture, which he 
may use with his own intelligence in criticizing 
or approving. We shall therefore pass in review, 
for your inspection, some shots taken at random 
from the Professional Astrological Field.

Long years ago, all professions and trades 
were held inter-family, governed by the rule 
o f hereditary succession. The father practiced 
his profession or carried on his trade while at 
the same time he was assisled by his son whom 
he educated, that upon his demise the practice 
would be carried on without interruption. This 
was particularly true with the Astrologers of 
times gone by. However, in this day of Individ
ualistic thought and practice, fewer professional 
men and women can say, “ I was educated under 
my father’s tutelage; he was an Astrologer also.”  
In a measure, the discontinuance of this prac
tice or custom has worked a hardship on the 
profession. Yet in other ways it has left in the 
field satisfied professional men and women who 
came into the profession of Astrology by choice 
and remain to make it their life’s work for the 
same reason. It is common knowledge that a 
person who enjoys his work will put forth 
much more constructive effort.

The nature of the Science of Astrology is 
such that just anyone would not choose it 
as a profession. First, it deals with such things 
as mathematics, Chemistry, Anatomy, Astron
omy and Physics, all of which subjects re
quire study. Sociology, Economics and Political 
Science come in for study also. There are 
many who like and even excel in one or more 
of these subjects, but find the learning of the 
others obnoxious to them. Then there is the 
necessity for the exercise of a certain quiet 
dignity, filled with the knowledge of the grav
ity of the task he has assumed. Some may pos
sess this and still be lacking in some of the 
other' things. Last, but not least by any means, 
is the necessity, for the Astrologer to have an 
inherent and deep understanding of Human 
Nature and human problems; together with 
an ever-abiding sympathy for the feelings of

the client. To achieve all this and reach a 
point of proficiency in each separate phase, re
quires continuous study and application for sev
eral rather trying years. Unless the aspirant is 
willing to sacrifice much he can never hope to 
attain the status of a True Astrologer.

For many years past it was indeed difficult 
for an individual to prepare himself for the 
profession, in the United States particularly.
First, because of the lack of schools and cap
able teachers, and second, because of the mis
conceived ideas the general public had in re
gard to what an Astrologer should be. All of 
which made it necessary for the individual to 
dig out his knowledge as best he could, mostly 
by the hit and miss method. Rapidly such con
ditions are changing and a person who now 
wishes to prepare himself to become a profes
sional Astrologer or Teacher of Astrology may 
now find well-equipped schools with compet
ent teachers, wherein he may learn and by 
whom he may he taught and advised. After the 
completion of his schooling and after practic
ing for a while with some other Astrologer or 
serving a while with some research depart
ment of an Astrological Institute, he may go 
out before the public and so enter into pro
fessional practice.

Upon entering the office of such an Astrol
oger, a person seeking advise will observe that _ 
he is entering a modern business office, that he 
is met by a business person weH capable of 
handling the problems of people of all walks 
of life. He will observe the lack of anything 
mysterious, and the air of the Orient will not 
prevail. He will find that his problems are hand
led efficiently and promptly by a skilled tech
nician with direct frankness and sincerity by 
one who is capable of understanding and de
sirous of serving his fellow man.

Editor’s Note: The writer of this article has 
been for many years in the practice of Pro
fessional Astrology in an Advisory and Teach
ing capacity as well as lecturing and writing 
for publication. He truly represents the sincere
scientific Practitioner of the Science, Dr. W in d -_7
sor is President of The State Astrological Assqt^G?—T 

Ration of Texas, Dean of The Academy of Per
sonal Science, of which he is also the founder.
He is a Fellow of The British Association of 
Scientific Astrologers, Ltd., London, as well as 
a Member of their Board of Directors.
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S C I E N T I F I C  R E V I E W
S CIENTIFIC REVIEW is a new feature of 

Astro-Digest Magazine. It is prepared to 
present various interesting questions and 

astrological information which is proving of 
great interest to our readers. I conduct Scientific 
Review in the form of questions and answers 
in order to introduce new scientific data or 
elaborate upon puzzling questions which may 
arise. If you have questions concerning import
ant astronomical or astrological matters of gen
eral interest, send your questions to Astro- 
Digest, Department of Science, McAllen, Texas.

YOU STATE THAT VIRGO RULES RUS
SIA; AND YET THE BOOKS OF MUNDANE 
ASTROLOGY GIVE AQUARIUS RULER- 
SHIP OVER THIS COUNTRY.

Aquarius is the sign designated as ruler of 
that part of the world where Russia is situated. 
Aquarius may also be said to govern Russia as 
far as its innate destiny is concerned, and its 
earth-rulership. However, Virgo rules the Soviet 
Union as is signified by the birthdate of the 
U.S.S.R. which is September 16.

WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT 
FEATURES OF A NATAL HOROSCOPE?

earthquakes. Of these four fixed signs, Taurus 
and Scorpio are more often prominently occu
pied by planets at Limes when earthquakes oc
cur, or when eclipses or prominent planetary 
aspects occur, affecting these signs. During Feb
ruary 1937, four planets will be in fixed signs: 
Mars in Scorpio; Uranus in Taurus; the Sun m 
Aquarius until the evening of the 18th; and 
Mercury in Aquarius from the evening of the 
13th.

WHAT ARE THE BEST DATES, ASTRO- 
LOGICALLY, IN FEBRUARY FOR GETTING 
A PERMANENT WAVE?

February 15, 16, 17

FOR DENTAL TREATMENTS?

February 1, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 27, 28

FOR PLANTING?

February 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22 (F low ek 
vegetables, plants growing above ground),

February 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 27, 28 (Vegetables, 
roots or plants developing beneath the soil).

The most important features of a natal horo
scope are the positions of the Sun, Moon and 
the sign ruling the Ascendant (given by the 
birth hour). The Sun signifies the individual
ity; the Moon indicates the personality; while 
the Ascendant Sign denotes the type of physical 
body or earthly temple through which the Sun 
and Moon and other planets will manifest their 
energy. A weak or badly afflicted Ascendant 
would signify that the person would be restrict
ed in his development of gifts, and that his 
power would remain unused or lie within him. 
A strong or powerful Ascending Sign will give 
strength and ability to a “ weak”  person or to 
one who may have less powerful solar, lunar or 
planetary vibrations.

WHAT IS THE BIRTHDAY OF WALLIS 
SIMPSON?

Her birthday is June 19, 1896. 

EARTHQUAKES:

The four fixed signs (Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, 
Aquarius) are closely connected with great

FOR FISHING?

February 2, 3, 4, 12, 13, 20, 21, 22

WHAT PROPHECIES ARE THERE CON
CERNING THE NEXT POPE OF THE C ATH
OLIC CHURCH?

Astrological prédictions and prophetic utter
ances combine iii foretelling the type of influ
ence and reign of the next Pope. It may he in
teresting to reveal these long-made utterances, 
and compare their veracity and truth with tire 
actual events or conditions of his reign. Proph
ecy relates that the Pope next to rule from 
the Vatican may be a Frenchman. Under his 
reign it is said that the power of the Church 
will spread and conversion of protestant nations 
or heretic peoples will he accomplished. He 
will be called “ The Reformer” . With him will 
be a military ruler and leader. It is prophesied 
that a great war will usher in the reign of the 
new Pope, and that revolution, aimed at de
struction of the Church, will have crippled its 
power. It is said that within the next 40 years 
there wiR be two Popes who reign.

/
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Saturn’s Influence Upon Aquarius Birthdays
(Aquarius birthdays are those lying between 

January 21 and February 19)

S ATURN is the planet of restriction. 
Whatever its position in our lives at any 
time, there are the things restricted, de

layed and held back by the influence of this 
planet.

In the lives of all Aquarius persons, Saturn’s 
position in Pisces from February 1935 to April 
25, 1937, and again from October 19, 193 7 to 
early 1938, would affect the FINANCES AND 
EARNING POWER.

Opportunity to make money where more 
responsibility was required would exist. Hard 
work, the scrutiny of elders, and the author
itative control of some other person or their 
restricting hand upon you, would tend to 
exist. Money is not easy when one is thus af
fected by Saturn. Financial affairs are, how
ever, placed on a more substantial, permanent 
basis. Economy and prudence must be prac
ticed in financial plans and expenditures.

The end of the old source of earning power 
would occur during this time in which Saturn 
affects your financial interests. The income 
and earning power would be restricted in some 
way from time to time. Somewhat secret or 
hidden matters, or secret enmity, would threat
en your financial security; and the sorrows or 
limitations of others would prove expensive to 
you.

Where Jupiter, influencing your finances, 
would expand and improve them, Saturn works 
in just the opposite manner.

In 1937, between April 25 and October 19, 
Saturn will be in the sign of Aries. A new 
department of your life will then be affected 
by Saturn’s hand. During this time, Saturn 
will work to steady your mind. More attention 
to detail will be demanded of you. Saturn 
will bring you “ down to earth”  and solidify 
your plans, ideas and give ability to work out 
your ideas on the material plane of conscious 
action. You have a greater sense o f duty and 
responsibility for relatives and others in gen
eral. V on can expect an old friend to re-enter 
your life. Old incidents of the past, letters, 
news and associations will be reviewed and 
brought to your attention. .You wiU he more

closely associated with relatives or neighbors 
much older than yourself. Trips will not he 
so numerous. Your environment and surround
ings will be more limiting and restricted. Your 
work will be that of a mental nature, and men
tal strain and fatigue will exist from time to 
time.

At times your outlook will be clouded and 
depressed. Disappointments in travel, occupa
tion and family matters wiU occur. A brother 
or sister may prove to be a source of sorrow 
and anxiety to you. Heavier responsibility 
for relatives or close associates wiU be felt. 
Delays in journeys or changes you plan must 
be expected. You will have to be careful to 
avoid being late for important appointments. 
Saturn will cause delays and loss in connection 
with mail, letters and correspondence. Falls, 
sprains and broken bones will need to he care
fully avoided. Accident in taking short trips 
will occur. Delays in everything relying on 
communications or news must be allowed for.

We need have NO fear of conditions or cir
cumstances which come about naturally, 
through the influence of changing planetary 
positions. There is the negative as well as the 
positive side of every vibration; just as there 
is light and darkness. While one side of the 
earth is darkened and night exists, on the 
other side light, sunshine and daytime is en
joyed.

And so it is with our lives: in certain parts 
of our lives, affected at a certain time by 
planets such as Jupiter, we have sunlight and 
expansive opportunities. There lies our source 
of good fortune and happiness during that par
ticular time. In another part of our birthday 
charts, Saturn influences other phases of out
lives in a more shadowed manner. Saturn’s 
influence, on Aquarius persons, is really a god
send to you during 1937, except for a few 
times when it is adverse to those interests 
which I have analyzed and explained for you.

Saturn will be adverse to you during 1937 
on: January 17, 23; March 16, 20; June 26; 
July 3, 17; August 8; September 24; October 
19; December 2, 16, 17, 20, 30.
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P R E S ID E N T 'S  A N N U A L  R E P O R T

THE STATE ASTRO LO GICAL 

ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS

T. WINDSOR

T HE activities of the first year’s work 
came to a close on November 6th 1936 
which is our Organization Day. We feel 

therefore it our duty to advise all members of 
the accomplishments and progress of the asso
ciation during the year 1936.

As I promised you upon taking over the 
duties of this high office, which you conferred 
upon me, you will find in this report, so has it 
been. Much struggle lias been necessary to carry 
out the rather heavy program, as is true in 
all new organizations. However, we have pull
ed through and the survival of the first year’s 
onslaughts has somewhat dispelled the fog 
for the year 1937. Here are a few of the things 
accomplished during the year past:

Sent delegate to The Florida State Astrolog
ical Convention which was held in Jackson
ville. Accomplished the postponement of the 
organization of a Dixie Ass’n until such time 
when the entire South could be more generally 
represented. Received newspaper publicity on 
Texas and Astrology as represented by The State 
Ass’n in the Florida papers. Cemented a friend
ship with the officials of The Florida Society, 
thereby assuring ourselves of their coopera
tion. Our delegate addressed the convention on 
three separate occasions. Your President was 
your representative at that meeting.

Sent delegate to The All American Astro
logical Convention which was held in Chicago, 
Illinois. She represented us splendidly, speak
ing before the convention and extending bur 
offer o f cooperation to the some three hundred 
delegates there assembled. Our delegate was 
Mrs. Florence F. Hixson of McAllen, Texas.
Yoiir president also sent a pajjer to the chair-
man of the convention.

•
Our greetings were presented to The Third 

International Astrological Congress which was 
held in Dusseldorf, Germany. There our saluta
tions and offer of friendly cooperation were ad
dressed to the representatives of many foreign 
countries which were assembled there;The State 
Ass’n having the only representative there who 
belonged to a State Ass’n. Mr. William J. Tucker 
of London was our member present.

Thus, we have, during our first year, been 
represented at every official Astrological asso
ciation Convention which has been held in the 
United States and abroad.

Twenty different news items have appeared 
in print some of them in as many as sixty dif
ferent papers in two different states and two dif
ferent countries, regarding The State Astrolog
ical Ass’n of Texas. Besides this, articles or
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news items have appeared in four different 
magazines. The State Ass’n has been mentioned 
ten different times over the air from Radio 
Station XEAW.

Your President and other members of the 
Executive Council gave thirty talks on the ed
ucational side of Astrology to different groups 
and organizations during the year.

A  Headquarters Office was maintained also 
and several Branches were organized. From 
the Headquarters Office twelve hundred letters 
were written pertaining to Astrology.

Members of the Executive Council traveled 
five thousand miles on State Ass’n business.

The British Ass’n of Scientific Astrologers, 
Ltd., in London were contacted and their Pres
ident Mr. William J. Tucker applied for and 
was granted a membership for both he and The 
B.A.S.A. in The State Ass’n. The State Ass’n 
also was granted a membership in The B.A.S.A.; 
thus establishing a friendly relationship of 
mutual cooperation and obtaining for The State 
Ass’n a foreign representative.

L our President was later in the year admitted 
into FeUowship as a Fellow of The British 
Ass’n of Scientific Astrologers. He also is the 
owner of one share of stock in The B.A.S.A. Ltd. 
Upon the request of Mr. Tucker, your President 
agreed to his name being presented before a 
gathering of the Officials of The B.A.S.A. for 
appointment as a director of that organization. 
The decision was favorable and he was appoint
ed. After the appointment he was placed on 
The Board of Examiners for foreign appli
cants. Mr. A. M. Ziegler is the only other 
American Astrologer to be on the Board.

It was necessary during the year to make two 
trips to the State Capital at Austin on State 
Ass’n business. During the last of these trips 
an Official State CHARTER was granted by

The Secretary of State, Incorporating The 
State Astrological Association of Texas. Special 
thanks are herewith expressed to Mr. R. B. 
Roberson for his splendid unselfish work dur
ing these trips.

Permit me in closing this report to express 
my sincere thanks for the cooperation extended 
me as your president by those who did cooper
ate and to insist that all of us get together and 
work so that we may make the YEAR 1937 
a Blazing Star of Astrological activities in The 
State of Texas in hoth membership increase 
and constructive work carried out in and by 
THE STATE ASTROLOGICAL ASSOCIA- 
TION OF TEXAS.

Wishing you a sincere, HAPPY?, HEALTHY, 
PROSPEROUS and ACTIVE NEW7" YEAR,

I remain Fraternally,
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N E P T U N E S A I N T  O R  D EM O N !
I N the life of every person there is al

ways a secret place— a place of secret 
temptation and secret longing, where the 

danger of self-undoing exists, where impracti- 
cality which spells heavy losses and dangers, 
lies. If one is intelligent, civilized and poised, 
with a well balanced mind and controlled emo
tional nature, then one will not he subject to the 
temptations or losses which will affect the lives 
of those not so reasonable nor mental. The way 
planetary vibrations affect you for misfortune 
and adversity or fortune and success, depends 
upon your own mentality and character, of 
course; that is why one man may become a 
minister or highly respected member of a com
munity while his twin brother may go to prison 
or be accused of many illegal and disreputable 
acts— one is equipped to withstand temptation 
or evil while the other yields.

This is why the Master at the Last Supper 
watched Judas, the traitor: the Master knew
that the time had come when He was to be 
offered up as a sacrifice, when He would be the 
victim of treachery, deception and intrigue. He 
knew His destiny; He knew also that this would 
not occur until an appointed time; He watched 
Judas who was to be the instrument or medium 
through which His own destiny was to be real
ized; and we are told that at the Last Supper 
evil entered into Judas and then Judas 
arose and went out; and when the evil 
spirit entered into him, the Master said to 
Judas, “ Be up and do what thou hast to do” . 
Thus, Judas’ reaction to the evil vibration which 
was TEMPTING him was one to which he could 
react because of his particular type of character 
— the same vibration was affecting others, but 
they did not yield to it nor react to it.

Of all the planets which produce SELF-UN- 
DOING in our lives, Neptune is the one planet
ary body which induces us to those strange, 
queer, unaccountable acts which cause scandal, 
misrepresentation, murders, mysterious disap
pearances or suicides. Neptune brings ruin on 
the material plane to those people who yield 
to its disastrous vibrations. If it does not cause 
you to ruin yourself through unwise acts and 
yielding to temptation, it endangers your repu
tation, well-being and safety through secret 
enmity and the evil intentions of others who 
direct their ire against you.

Neptune’s place in our lives is like a stagnant 
pool from which the evil genius of trouble, sor
row, self-undoing and intrigue is apt to arise at 
any time. According to that part of our chart

affected and influenced hy Neptune, so are those 
interests of our life adversely colored by its 
vibrations. We must stay away from that place 
of trouble; we must cope with that condition 
wisely and strongly; we must strengthen that 
weak link in our chain of destiny.

When Neptune affects you in a vital manner, 
trying experiences over which you have abso
lutely no control occur in your life.

The place of secrecy, temptation, evil, self
undoing, sorrow, fraud, intrigue, broken prom
ises, treachery and chaos is signified by the 
position of Neptune. While one planet is build
ing up good fortune and opportunity for you, 
Neptune may be undermining your foundations.

The wonderful thing about Neptune is this: 
it rules the subconscious forces within you; it 
can be controlled and guided by CONSCIOUS 
REASONING AND INTELLIGENT SUPER
VISION of the impulses which it sets up within 
you. Thus you can avoid the disasters of Nep
tune more easily than the vibrations of any 
other planet, if you will not let yourself yield to 
its threat of SELF-UNDOING.

One man writes me (his birthday is March 8, 
1900) that his young wife is dying of tubercu
losis out in Arizona; he has sent her to the 
sanatarium out there; the doctors hold no hope 
of cure for her; it is only a matter of time be
fore she passes out of this world. He has fallen 
in love with another girl; he loves her dearly; 
he wants to marry her when his wife dies, hut 
he doesn’t want to hurt his sick wife now; and 
this other girl is demanding that he get a 
divorce and marry her now or else she will 
marry another man who is in love with her. My 
advice to him was to let this girl marry the 
other man because he doesn’t want her. This is 
a time when marriage conditions are ending for 
him; not beginning. This is a time for him to 
safe-guard his position, his job and his repu
tation rather than sacrifice everything for what 
he thinks is love for this other girl. Neptune 
is affecting the part of his birthday chart which 
rules MARRIAGE AND PARTNERSHIPS. It 
would create sickness of a peculiar, lingering 
nature for his wife and partner; it would bring 
chaotic, sorrowful and secret conditions into his 
marital and intimate relationships; it would 
tempt him to yield to the love for this other 
woman. Neptune is directly opposite him, now, 
in the zodiac; Neptune’s opposition to him 
stops his ability to reason or to use good judg-

(Continued on Page 13)
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TO M O R R O W 'S  H EAD LIN ES

F E B R U A R

H IGH tension will mark this month. 
Venus will be in Aries, a Mars-ruled 
sign, while Mars will be in its own sign of 

Scorpio. Military matters will he stimulated 
to the highest degree. Raging fires will des
troy valuable property, and principally affect 
our large cities. The oil industry will be af
fected by devastating fires. The fire hazard ex
isting during January and February will cause 
insurance rates to mount much higher. All 
valuable property should he protected against 
the fire demon which will now stalk the coun
try. Military discussions in Washington, D. C. 
will be heated and furious. The threat of war 
and military measures will hang as Damocles 
sword, over our heads. Foreign relations will 
cause heated discussions; diplomatic dealings 
with a foreign power will he broken off. The 
death of a noted legislator will occur.

Public sorrow over the passing of leading 
Americans and prominent statesmen will exist. 
Children of the White House and members of 
America’s “ first family”  will be in danger dur
ing this time. The President will be involved 
in quarrels, both at home and abroad. His 
welfare will be seriously threatened, particular
ly in travel or in places of amusement and 
entertainment.

Earthquakes and stormy winds will sweep 
the country. Cities of the nation most adverse
ly affected by Mars during February will he

By Alma Crawford Graning

“The moving finger writes, and having writ 

Moves on-, nor all your Piety nor Wit 

Shall lure it back to cancel half a line, 

Nor all your tears wash out a ivord of it.”

—Omar Khayyam

y ,  1 9 3 7
Washington, D. C., New Orleans, Baltimore, 
Cincinnati, Milwaukee; in Canada: St. John’s, 
Newfoundland, Halifax.

Marked increase of crime, brutal murders 
and sexual atrocities will increase during the 
month. Brutality will figure in a way never 
before reported in our American scene. Chil
dren and women will be affected, particularly 
by crimes and assaults. Deaths of famous mo
tion picture and theatrical stars will occur. 
The actual threat of war will exist from Jan
uary 7th through February.

Aviation and radio will particularly suffer 
from the clash of planetary energy existing dur
ing the month. Accidents will grow more 
numerous, and the number of fires and vio
lence growing from accidents will be stupen
dous.

February is a month in which angry rebel
lion against limitations of any kind will exist. 
Strikes, labor turmoil and epidemics will 
spread. A struggle to defeat limitations and 
to challenge restrictions of any kind will be 
uppermost in our national as well as our 
personal life. The thought of “ peace on earth, 
good will toward men”  will be far away, until 
late February, when the mystic touch of Nep
tune will begin to transform our vision from 
material and physical things.
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While danger, strife and turmoil will take 
many lives and bring great disasters, another 
force will be working to stimulate philanthro
py, peace, spirituality and science.

Scandals in high places will mark late Jan
uary and early February. Stock market finan
cial activities will waver and falter at import
ant governmental announcements. Changes in 
the cabinet and in leading public offices will 
occur. Some outstanding restriction against 
speculation will be attempted. Administration 
affairs will he adversely affected. Heavy fi
nancial losses may occur. National trade, 
commerce and finances will experience set
backs.

The New Moon of February 11th will pro
mote a new vibration throughout the entire 
country. After the New Moon of the 11th, 
stock market, financial and speculative activi
ties will begin to thrive more fully. Sharp 
reversals can he expected on the 12th and 18tli, 
but with the 21st a definite rise may be noted. 
Monetary changes may account for a new 
spirit of optimism. Silver may “ boom” . Televi
sion, motion pictures, shipping and transpor
tation facilities, (aviation, particularly) will be 
leaders in advances made during late February. 
A new high in grains and foodstuffs will be 
attained. A steady advancement in financial 
well-being will be reported from all parts of 
the country.

Employment, labor and industrial affairs 
will be stimulated in late February as never 
before in depression days.

New agreements over the “ war debts”  will be 
made.

Illness, death and trouble will affect pub
lishers and noted writers of our country. Floods 
will once again threaten the welfare of many. 
While the weather of early February will be 
chaotic and unfavorable, that of the period 
between the 21st and 28th should be favorable 
and balmy.

February will be a luxurious month. New 
styles, fashions and modes will be inaugurated. 
A new hair style will sweep the country like 
wild-fire. Extravagance is a feature of the 
month. Romance and marriages will be stim
ulated. Marked increase in the marriage rate 
as well as the divorce cases, but decrease in 
the birth rate will be reported. Unusual births 
will be reported.

Oil, property, agriculture, labor and industry 
can expect a real impetus to turn the wheel 
of fortune in their favor with the 21st and 
thereafter.

CALIFORNIA:
Uranus on the descendant is a definite indica

tion of earthquakes. The 18th is the day! 
Other adverse days for storms and shocks for 
the west coast will be the 4th, 11th, 20th, 27th. 
Fires will create heavy damage. Sorrow will 
be felt over the passing of noted picture stars 
and older motion picture executives. A new 
picture will create a sensation, introducing a 
new feminine star. Restrictions on gambling 
and amusements mark the month. This month 
is adverse for children and schools, as is early 
March. Another strike may affect agriculture 
in California. Naval and aviation losses will 
be heavy. Improved financial and business 
trends will develop in the state as the month 
advances.

CANADA:

This dominion will be affected by losses and 
sorrows of Great Britain. Transportation facil
ities wiR be hampered by extreme cold and 
floods. Crime may gain a new foot-hold. Bru
tal assaults and crimes will mark the month. 
Fire in some prison of the country may create 
a sensation. New mining discoveries in Can
ada will create great excitement. Agriculture 
will “ get a break”  it hasn’t had in a long time. 
Winter crops should show great promise.

LONDON:
A vacillating foreign policy will mark this 

month. Treachery in foreign alliances* and 
much anxiety over foreign affairs will be noted. 
The death of royalty will bring public sorrow. 
Fascism will make forward strides. Democracy 
will grow stronger. Trade, finance and com
mercial matters will improve, due to parlia
mentary changes and action. Sharp fluctua
tion of the British Pound will occur on the 
4th, 11th and 18th; but on the whole, late Feb
ruary brings marked improvement to British 
finances. The 21st marks the FIRST har
monious note struck for a long time (since the 
death of King George, in fact) in royal and 
foreign affairs. Some great treaty or agree
ment may be made with RUSSIA which 
Startles the world. Unexpected losses and 
equally sudden gains may affect the British 
stock exchange, and monetary changes mark 
the period between January 14 and February 
18. Naval affairs will suffer heavy losses, and 
intense excitement will be felt around the 
world over news of espionage and spy activities 
in connection with Britain’s Navy.

ROME:

Great religious ceremonies mark this montl 
Some woman will provide a sensation; greate
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freedom may now begin to be enjoyed by 
Italian women. National losses, followed by 
national gains, are indicated for Italy. An as
sassination will occur, disturbing the peace of 
the country. The 18th is the most violent day 
of the month for this country. Some great 
treaty or alliance with AUSTRIA will mark 
the month o f February. A royal wedding 
aligning Italy with Austria may be announced! 
Volcanic and earthquake activity will spread 
violence through the country.
PARIS:

A great change will mark France! Fall from 
power of high officials will occur. Intense 
excitement over prison exposures and crimes 
will sweep the country. Violent deaths will 
affect those in high positions. As the month 
progresses, governmental action will stabilize 
the franc, and foreign affairs will grow less 
strained. The 20th seems to mark the most 
dramatic day of the year for this nation.

BERLIN:
In Germany we find Mars in the “ house of 

war and foreign affairs” . This is an ominous 
position. Looks like Germany will once again 
flaunt her mailed fist in the faces of her an
tagonists. Loss of public officials will occur, 
however. Secret agreements with foreign pow
ers will be the outstanding feature of the 
month. England and Japan seem to figure in 
these secret treaties. A spy scare will sweep 
the country. Imprisonment or removal of 
governmental leaders will occur. Dictatorships 
may “ go begging”  this month in Germany.

RUSSIA:
A growth to new power and prestige is in

dicated by the stars for Russia. Mercury and 
Jupiter line themselves up in the mid-lieaven 
of Russia’s chart. One of the most amazing 
and peculiar charts I have ever studied shows 
a line-up and grouping of the planets and signs 
about Russia which prognosticates strange hap
penings in this country of the Bear. February 
is always a sensational month for Russia, and 
this month will be no exception. Many deaths 
will affect- the army and navy. Military man- 
oeuvers will be stupendous. New industrial 
progress will begin. A quickening of Russia’s 
financial and industrial system will occur. A 
powerful foreign ally will stand beside Russia. 
The deaths of high government officials will 
occur.

INDIA:

National sorrow will be felt over the pass
ing of an elderly statesman and Indian leader. 
Floods and earthquakes will strike this nation,

taking many lives. Hunger and food-shortage 
will be reported. Riots will take a heavy toU 
of life. Epidemics beginning in India may 
sweep through the Orient. Deaths of bankers 
and leading rich men will take place.
TOKYO:

February will be a most important month 
for the Island Empire. Uranus rests on the 
Mid-Heaven, indicating extreme excitement in 
matters related to royalty and to the govern
ment; the winter quarter will be a dangerous 
period for the youthful Emperor and his fami
ly. Disputes and complications with other 
powers, principally Russia, will threaten. 
Earthquakes and fires will take a heavy loll of 
life and property. Troubles for the govern
ment, arising from opposition parties, and nat
ional disasters will shake the empire. Feb
ruary 3, 4, 11, 17, 18, 19, 20, 24, 27 will be 
adverse days for Japan when the above-pre
dicted conditions may be most prominent.
BRAZIL:

Rio de J aneiro and surrounding territory 
will he struck by quakes and fires during the 
month. Heavy national losses will occur. A 
revolutionary attempt to over-throw the gov
ernment will take place. Military activity may 
bring death to high ranking officials. Peace 
plans will seem far distant!

FebrUary begins to mark the growth of new 
principles and world ideals. The great trine 
aspect which occurs on February 21, between 
Jupiter and Neptune, will begin to inaugurate 
new democratic conditions. This aspect 
operates throughout the year of 1937. Just as 
1936 was marred by the opposition between 
Saturn and Neptune, so 1937 will he benefited 
by Jupiter’s trine to Neptune. Great religious 
force will hold sway during the year, enhanced 
by Neptune’s power. The urge to peace and 
good-will of great world-organizations will 
exert influence.

The people will begin to benefit financially. 
A new prosperity wave will sweep through tlie 
United States. Just as January and early Feb
ruary may bring suffering and huge financial 
losses, so the new force of Neptune will begin 
to bring new financial conditions to build a 
more prosperous foundation beneath the mass
es. We will be definitely OUT OF THE DE
PRESSION, I believe, after January 1937.
February 1 to 7:

This week will be exciting and eventful. 
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd will be favorable days for 
business, financial activities or travel interests. 
Venus enters Aries on the 2nd, thereafter stirn-
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ulating new ideas, new fashions and new in
ventions. Enthusiasm for the new and progres
sive will be the keynote of the mass-mind. 
People everywhere will be more ambitious, 
enthusiastic and romantic. A new spirit of 
hope will be instilled into the public outlook. 
Stock market and financial activities will be 
stimulated at this time. Industrial stocks can 
be expected to IMPROVE in value. Labor 
and industry will be knitting new peace-bonds. 
Legislation of a democratic nature will be sen
sational now. On the 4th, a dark note enters 
our sky with the square aspect between the 
Sun and Mars. This indicates scandals con
nected with divorces and criminal acts. The 
nation will he harshly criticized by foreign 
powers. War-like influences will loom upon 
the horizon. Fires will ravage large cities and 
industrial districts. Quarrels in state and 
diplomatic circles will bring danger to our 
leaders. Assaults on women and children will 
be brutal and violent. A mob spirit will assail 
the mass-mind. This is a very dangerous day. 
Our government will be very strong, dictatorial 
and authoritative. Military rule may be estab
lished in some parts of the country. The 
death of White House or cabinet personalities 
may occur. The 5th is a more constructive 
day, with Mercury coming to a sextile aspect 
of Saturn. This is a cold, restricting, stabiliz
ing influence, where force, power and authori
ty will establish order and discipline.

February 7 to 14:

The 7th is another adverse day, duplicating 
the criminal and militant dangers of the 4th. 
Intense haste, anger, military activity, rising 
expenditures and excessive waste will mark the 
day. Crimes will be brutal and revolting. 
Fires will ravage many cosmopolitan districts. 
Public health will be adversely affected. The 
8th will be a favorable day for fashions, selling, 
buying, social activities and amusements. 
Some definitely helpful legislation marks the 
day. Good luck will attend the public at large. 
A prominent American woman will provide a 
sensation. The 10th is another important day, 
where powerful forces will be at work ■ to 
stimulate finances, market activities and pros
perity. Industry and labor legislation will be 
popular. Public excitement over new govern
mental plans will be noted. New medical dis
coveries will be reported. A great deal of 
progress can be achieved today. The 11th 
marks the day of the New Moon (Washington, 
D. C. Time). A new trend of action will 
govern our affairs from today throughout the 
remainder of the month. This is the date to 
start new activities. Finances and business will 
be THE dominating interests existing at this

time. Travel will not be favored today. Post 
Office matters will be restricted and the head 
of Postal affairs may be ill or seriously affect
ed.

Land, agriculture, crops and mining activi
ties will be prominent now. A  land boom may 
begin. Oil interests will be stimulated. On 
the 12th we will note a great deal of trickery, 
secrecy and double-dealing. This will be an 
emotionally upsetting day. Aviation will suf
fer accidents and set-backs. Shipping disasters 
may occur; but the day is one of speculative 
activity and intense excitement over radio and 
television interests. New ambitions can be 
realized; new undertakings can be launched. 
The unexpected will occur through sudden 
changes taking place in our national as well 
as private lives. The 13th is an important 
day, with Mercury entering Aquarius. Friend
ships, social matters, humanitarian ideals and 
all intellectual, scientific and inventive mat
ters will now be stimulated. The mass-jmind 
will not be so much interested in business, 
credit and organization of material affairs as 
it will be stirred by new ideals, philanthropic 
matters and scientific achievements.

February 14 to 21:

This will be one of the most sensational 
periods of 1937. On the 14th we can expect 
accidents to mount to a new high. Social and 
theatrical affairs will be unfavorable. Children 
and women may be victims of assaults and 
crimes. A railroad accident will occur. Pleas
ure parties and amusement resorts will be ad
versely affected. Speculation will not be fa
vored. The 15th will be an excellent day 
for all educational and transportation activi
ties; buying and selling will be stimulated. 
Legislative action will be militant and progres
sive. Market matters will be stimulated. The 
16th will be another favorable day for finan
cial and monetary matters. Great changes will 
now be due to take place in our monetary and 
financial scheme of things. Improvements will 
be noted. Foreign affairs will stimulate our 
own markets. Great financial declarations 
concerning shipping and aviation may be given 
to the public. Oil and agriculture will be 
particularly benefited by today’s vibrations 
and events. On the 18th unfavorable condi
tions will exist. Hold everything today and 
avoid separations, estrangements or unwise 
chance-taking. Sudden upsets and reversals 
will affect world leaders and governments. The 
Sun enters Pisces today, while Mercury squares 
Uranus. This influence will adversely affect 
speculative matters. Women and children will 
be subject to outbreaks of crime. News of the
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day will be sensational. Accidents in all 
modes of travel will occur. The death of a 
noted actor may occur. Strikes will threaten. 
The 19th will also he unfavorable for financial, 
market or transportation matters. The death 
of heads of the postal department, leading 
literary lights and publishers will be reported. 
Delays and set-backs will occur. National and 
administration affairs will be subject to losses 
through deaths. Unpopular legislation in 
financial matters will be promoted. On the 
20th somewhat favorable conditions exist, hut 
the prevailing Venus-Jupiter vibration will 
stimulate a wave of carelessness, extravagance, 
emotional and financial waste. Taxation and 
money matters will be adversely affected. The 
peace and security of the world will he dis
turbed. Food prices may rise.

February 21 through 28:

Dramatic changes will now begin to domin
ate national and public affairs. Supreme 
court judges may provide a sensation at this 
lime. New democratic legislation will be 
under way. The public will benefit by govern
mental acts. Oil, agriculture, mining (silver 
particularly) will be stimulated in an unpre
cedented manner. Scientific achievements for 
the benefit of the people at large will be in
troduced. A new wave of sensational optimism 
should now affect the country. Finances will 
be very much favored. Employment and in
dustrial matters will provide new satisfaction. 
New opportunities will be opening up for the 
common man and woman. New peace declara
tions may now prove of great interest. The 21st 
will be a spiritual day, one of religious fervor and 
mysticism. New laws for the benefit of the mass
es will find public and popular favor. The 
22nd will be another favorable day for agri
culture, oil and mining interests. The 23rd 
and 24th will be exciting days, where ordinary 
matters will occupy our attention but in which 
we will seem to be waiting for new develop
ments and announcements. The 25th will be 
a dangerous but exciting day. Unexpected 
changes, new plans and new governmental 
undertakings will come to the fore. An ag
gressive, active day will exist here in which 
revolutionary ideas will be promoted. The 
27th will be the last really active day of the 
month, favoring financial, industrial and work
ing interests. The month will end on a highly 
favorable note of expansion and improvement 
in working and business matters.

February is the month in which to eradicate 
existing limitations or impediments in your 
life. It is a period in which health, work and 
finances will be outstandingly important; a

‘"foundation-building”  month, a time in which 
great inspiration will thrill our souls, let us 
look forward to the “ green pastures”  and 
“ still waters”  of security which lie ahead.

NEPTUNE-SAINT OR DEMON!
(Continued from Page 8) 

ment; he is being involved in intrigue, secrecy, 
confusion; he will be the victim of self
undoing and disastrous conditions in marriage, 
should he yield to these temptations he now has 
forming in his life.

Neptune presents illusions; and if Neptune is 
adverse to you now or in the immediate future, 
do not depend upon those things which seem so 
promising or practical because you’ll make a 
mistake if you do so.

After January of 1937, Neptune’s influence 
upon earth and human affairs will alter and 
change, and then it will present a problem, dur
ing most of 1937, of tremendous improvement 
and opportunity in those things it now affects 
in your life; but when it is adverse to you, it 
is most evil. Its undermining vibrations tend to 
bring a!) out the FALL of your structure of life 
while you think you’re building.

Neptune’s position in your birthday chart re
veals where you’re kidding yourself; it reveals 
the place in your life where you can’t change 
conditions, but where conditions are apt to 
change YOU- It shows the things most apt to 
bring secret sorrow, loss, anxiety and confusion. 
Neptune’s position in your life shows where 
and about what you dream; it shows your 
vision, your picture of an ideal; it shows what 
you want but can’t have. If you aren’t married 
and Neptune influences the 7th house of your 
birthday chart, you have an intense desire for 
marriage and for a perfect partnership; you 
have an ideal you picture and long to realize, 
but it is THERE in connection with such mat
ters that you are apt to experience deception, 
ireachery, intrigue and self-undoing— and dis
appointment.

If Neptune is adverse to you, it stands on your 
road of life as a warning to tread carefully in 
that place of your life where, you might say, 
“ angels fear to tread” . During 1936 each of you 
have had a vision, a yearning, an overpowering 
mental and inner picture of what YOU WANT. 
Tell me your birthday and I can tell you what 
that is, for then I’d know where Neptune is in
fluencing your life; for you’re dreaming and 
longing to realize something connected with that 
part of your chart now vibrating to Neptune.
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The Calendar for February
DAILY GUIDE FOR FEBRUARY, WITH DAY BY DAY PREDICTIONS

1937 -  FEBR UAR Y  -1937

R

Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri. Sat.

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21
28

22 23 24 25 26 27
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Moon’s Phases during February:

Last Quarter, February 3rd
New Moon, February 11th
First Quarter, February 18th
Full Moon, February 25th

TIME USED IN CALENDAR OF DAYS FOR 
FEBRUARY IS  CENTRAL STANDARD 
TIME. FOR EASTERN TIME, ADD ONE 
HOUR. FOR MOUNTAIN TIME SUB
TRACT ONE HOUR. FOR PACIFIC TIME, 
SUBTRACT TWO HOURS.

Monday, February 1st. Moon in Libra.

Mars sextiles Jupiter at 4:30 P. M. today. 
The day should be a favorable one. Specula
tion and financial activities will mark today. 
An upward trend will predominate. Today 
will be fortunate for religious, legal, publishing 
and advertising activities. Hospitals and char
ities will attract good fortune. You can forge; 
ahead with renewed ambition today. Travel 
and transportation matters will be stimulated. 
Public ceremonials will attract attention.

Tuesday, February 2nd. Moon enters Scor
pio at 1:10 A. M.

Venus enters the fiery, cardinal sign of 
Aries at 4:28 A. M., and Mercury makes its 
trine aspect to Neptune at noon. Today is 
essentially a favorable day. New activity will 
stimulate your affairs. More excitement will 
begin to mark your life. New ideals, plans 
and interests will attract you. Ail spiritual

matters will be stimulated. Creative talents 
will spring to the fore. Writers, lecturers and 
orators will be favored. Shipping and avia
tion will prosper more today. The home, 
family, personal and emotional life will be a 
center of great interest and attention. You can 
accomplish splendid work today.

Wednesday, February 3rd. Moon in Scorpio.

Today is another favorable day in which 
business, finances and property matters will be 
favored. Finances should improve. You will 
be inclined to make plans today which bring 
difficulties tomorrow. Finish up uncompleted 
work or plans today and don’t defer them until 
the 4th. Writing, correspondence, travel and 
changes can be undertaken today.

Thursday, February 4th. Moon in Scorpio, 
enters Sagittarius at 2 P. M.

Today is an adverse day! Hold everything 
while the Sun squares Mars, and Saturn paral
lels Neptune. These are planetary aspects 
which spell danger, accidents, violent deaths 
and increase of crime. Anger and aggressive 
action will spell disaster today. We can ex
pect a boom of prices to reach their peak to
day. Serious clashes and trouble with foreign 
powers may occur. A royal personage or 
great leader may die today. Use great precau
tion and don’t take risks. Fires and storms 
will sweep the country. Seek to make money 
rather than spend it.

Friday, February 5th. Moon in Sagittarius.

Today is a more favorable day although pub
lic affairs will be to the fore and excitement 
will rise high concerning national and foreign 
policies. End old activities today; don’t start 
new undertakings. Improved conditions can 
be re-established today. Something about 
unions and labor will be agreed upon by the 
government and industry. Railways will pros
per more greatly and troubles affecting trans
portation facilities may end now. Work and 
business are favored.

Saturday, February 6th. Moon in Sagit
tarius.
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Today is a day in which many new activities, 
new ideas and financial matters will get under 
way. Don’t take risks today, nor try to push 
aside opposition or limitations. Obstacles may 
be met. Defer important changes, risks and 
new undertakings if possible. Don’t lose inter
est in worth-while matters. Trouble through 
other people may arise to vex or worry you.

Sunday, February 7th. Moon enters Capri
corn at 1:34 A. M.

Today is an adverse day. Marked increase 
of deaths may occur. Crimes will affect many. 
Violence will strike throughout the day. Fires 
will prove very destructive. National troubles 
and national sorrow may exist now. Today is 
a day in which peace must he FOUGHT for, 
to be maintained. Try to be diplomatic, kind
ly and cooperative rather than demanding or 
aggressive.

Monday, February 8th. Moon in Capricorn.

More harmonious and happy conditions can 
exist for you today. Legislation favorable to 
the masses will be passed. Some leading states
man will be honored. Congress will make 
startling announcements. Women will gain 
favor and popularity today. Economic and 
monetary matters will be more favorable. 
Amusements, entertainment and social activi
ties will be attractive. Today should be more 
prosperous and progressive.

Tuesday, February 9th. Moon enters Aquar
ius at 10 A. M.

A feeling of rebellion, limitation and restless
ness will exist today. Changes in governmental 
trends and activities may occur. Quarrels and 
strain, affecting those in high positions, will be 
reported. Labor and government will be at 
odds. Strikes could be called. Public health 
will be very badly affected. High tension and 
excitement will mark the entire day. Be quiet, 
peaceful and don’t force issues if you want to 
get along today. Guard your health and work. 
Avoid travel.

Wednesday, February 10th. Moon in Aquar
ius.

Speculation and investment activities will 
improve today. More strength will be felt 
by governmental leaders. Steady, conservative 
leadership will be the keynote of the day. 
Somewhat secret or hidden measures may be 
undertaken to improve public and national 
interests. Prisons will be the center of sur

prising reforms. Travel and changes can be 
undertaken today.

Thursday, February 11th. Moon in Aquar
ius, enters Pisces at 3:09 P. M. NEW MOON 
begins at 1:34 A. M.

Today will be rather a puzzling kind of day. 
Property, land, homes, mines and oil will be 
adversely affected. Heavy national losses may 
be felt due to storms or hazards of this nature. 
The day is not favorable for excitement or new 
activities. Strange losses may occur. Political 
and governmental matters will be adversely 
affected. Industry may suffer heavy losses. 
Farmers will not be favored and should pro
tect their interests carefully. Money matters 
will create excitement and misgivings. Today 
is a tricky day, so watch your step.

Friday, February 12th. Moon in Pisces.

Strange conditions, news and happenings will 
exist today. A feeling of tension and sorrow 
will be felt. Misgivings will be in the air. 
Waiting for new developments should be our 
keynote during today. Emotional matters may 
bring sorrow. Trickery and fraud will threat
en the welfare of many unwarned folks who 
try to look at life through “ rose-colored” 
glasses. Sensational labor and working 
developments will attract attention.

Saturday, February 13th. Moon in Pisces, 
enters Aries at 6:12 P. M.

Mercury enters A q u a r i u s  today at 
6 P. M. A new trend of thought will 
affect the mass mind. Changes in public- 
attitude and behaviour will be noted. A more 
restless, aggressive trend will begin. Quarrels, 
friction and combat will be the weapons of 
many from now on through the 18th. The 
financial outlook will alter from today on. 
Travel by the President or national leaders 
will present danger. Postal and transportation 
activities will begin to attract new attention 
now. Today is a money day, but it is a day 
in which to attract and make money rather 
than buy or invest.

Sunday, February 14th. Moon in Aries.

The Sun parallels Uranus in the early morn
ing hours today. This influence will produce 
many changes and exciting conditions. Avoid 
separations, estrangements or restless, unwise 
changes. Don’t make hasty decisions. Radio, 
motion pictures and transportation (aviation 
particularly) will experience changes. Foreign
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affairs will affect our market conditions. Chil
dren and women will be affected by accidents, 
disasters and crimes. Pleasure resorts or 
places of amusement should be avoided if pos
sible. Crime will affect prominent motion 
picture stars.

Monday, February 15th. Moon in Aries, 
enters Taurus at 8:34 P. M.

Today will begin a new and more favorable 
trend in our affairs. Shipping, oil, agriculture 
and mining will be stimulated. New activities 
will be under way to benefit our financial 
structure and improve our foreign relation
ships. Today will be a favorable time in 
which to produce harmony in your life. Ex
citing news may come to you from a distance. 
Start your new undertakings today.

Tuesday, February 16th. Moon in Taurus.

Somewhat secretive, but good news is indi
cated. Publications, advertising, radio and 
shipping will all be activated in an important 
manner. New agreements and secret treaties 
or policies will be decided upon. Creative 
talents can be stimulated. This would be a 
favorable time in which to start new studies 
or new intellectual activities. Guard your per
sonal welfare, however, for more sickness and 
deaths may occur today. The oil industry will 
be stimulated today.

Wednesday, February 17th. Moon in Taurus, 
enters Gemini at 11:22 P. M.

The desire for amusement, relaxation and en
tertainment will attract you today. The search 
for more happiness and enjoyment of life will 
he the trend now. Health will not he favored. 
Travel for pleasure or excitement should be 
avoided. Finish up your activities today, for 
tomorrow will not he favorable.

Thursday, February 18th. Moon in Gemini.

Mercury squares Uranus shortly after noon 
today, and the Sun enters Pisces at 7:21 P. M. 
Today will he a day for tremendous changes! 
Don’t instigate changes and don’t start new 
activities today. Unexpected surprises, upsets 
and reversals will be the trend of the entire 
day. Financial upsets will occur. Strikes 
and illness will affect many. Serious crimes 
will be directed toward children, women 
and prominent stars of the theatrical 
world. Failure of big amusement and enter
tainment projects may occur. Political upsets 
will take place. Aviation scandals and catas

trophes will occur. Travel will be unfortunate. 
Accidents connected with railways, motoring 
and aviation will feature the news. Postal af
fairs will produce excitement. Unexpected 
troubles for the government will arise. Tile 
presidential family may be affected by sorrow
ful losses.

Friday, February 19th. Moon in Gemini.
I

Today marks another unfavorable day. Trade, 
business and speculation will be adversely af
fected. Financial losses, public scares and lack 
of confidence will be noted. Today will not 
be a favorable time in which to launch new 
activities; protect your interests and self against 
loss. Bad news is the element of the entire 
day.

Saturday, February 20th. Moon enters Can
cer at 3:04 A. M.

Although a somewhat favorable vibration 
will bolster agriculture, property, land and fi
nancial activities, an element of waste, expense 
and extravagance will exist for the world to
day. Don’t let your indulgences get you off 
the track of economy and good judgment to
day. Home, property, furniture and personal 
possessions are apt to be adversely affected. 
Avoid risk in investments.

Sunday, February 21st. Moon in Cancer.

Ah, here is the day! A fitting planetary 
combination of aspects marks the day which 
is a Sabbath! Jupiter trines Neptune for? the 
first time in many years. While the Sun is 
adverse to Jupiter, this planet’s great favorable 
aspect to Neptune will begin now to produce 
harmony out of chaos. Jupiter and Neptune 
will begin to tune up the public consciousness 
to an entirely new outlook. An influence of 
peace and good-will spreads now through the 
world. Shipping, oil, property and agriculture, 
solid constructive financial undertakings will 
begin to he stimulated. The public will be 
benefited now in an unusual manner. Avia
tion will begin to “ boom” in a new, unprece
dented manner. Television will be an actual
ity! Launch your new ships of financial 
achievement under this thrilling vibration. As 
the day advances, avoid anger or clash with 
other's, which could cause legal troubles or 
accident.

Monday, February 22nd. Moon enters Leo 
at 7:51 A. M.

The Sun parallels Venus this morning and 
brings a beautiful influence into the day. Labor,
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working and business activities will get off to 
a new and good start. Favorable conditions 
will improve your prospects and outlook. To
day is a favorable money day, and big money 
will be the order of the entire day. Trade and 
speculation will benefit. Rejoicing and im
proved conditions among the masses will en
liven national matters. Plan to sell rather 
than buy, and profit from today’s unusually 
favorable opportunities.

Tuesday, February 23rd. Moon in Leo.

Today will be a day of public activities, nat
ional excitement and big news. Big leaders will 
be headlined. Foreign affairs will prove to be 
important. Do not start new activities today 
but end uncompleted work so that you can 
make a fresh start tomorrow. Avoid unwise 
agreements or contracts. The ending and 
breaking up of existing conditions will occur.

Wednesday, February 24th. Moon in Leo, 
enters Virgo at 2:05 P. M.

Many exciting conditions will exist today. 
Foreign affairs will be startling. Travel will 
not be favored. Avoid changes which require 
risks. Legal losses may prove heavy today. 
It will be difficult to make your ideas practical 
because feeling will run high and tend to dic
tate your decisions. Don’t take risks.

Thursday, February 25th. Moon in Virgo.

Today marks the day of the Full Moon, the 
most exciting day of February. More deaths 
will mark today through national disasters or 
catastrophes. High winds will sweep the coun
try. Mars will stimulate devastating fires and 
violent crimes. On the one hand, some peo
ple will make remarkable gains today, while 
aggressive, violently inclined and quarrelsome 
folks will be in trouble. Militant action will 
be undertaken today, and foreign affairs will 
provide real excitement. Great scientific 
achievements will be announced. Financial 
upsets will occur. Deaths of legislators or 
leading statesmen may occur. Congress will 
be quarrelsome, and great military declarations 
may now be made. Accident and danger will 
threaten those in high positions. Don’t start 
new activities today unless you can handle 
“ dynamite” and be ready for rapid action and 
unexpected changes. FLUCTUATION of 
prices and intense market activity will occur.

Friday, February 26th. Moon in Virgo, 
enters Libra at 10:26 P. M.

Speculation, investments and financial activ
ities will mark the day. Pleasures will domin
ate today. Governmental changes may occur. 
Social activities, friendships, finances and busi
ness will he favored. Adjustments will take 
place to improve your affairs. You can ex
pect real results in your personal affairs to
day.

Saturday, February 27th. Moon in Libra.

Avoid aggressive action and guard your 
health today. Favorable conditions will mark 
the day and yet strikes and health problems 
will he dominant. Limitations may arise which 
cause irritation and rebelliousness. Property, 
farming and land activities will improve today. 
Work and attention to business will be demand
ed and new financial plans will prove very 
profitable. National finances will be favored.

Sunday, February 28th. Moon in Libra.

Change, travel and new plans will mark the 
day. Partnerships will prove attractive. Co
operation can be gained from others. This is 
the last day of February, and the month ends 
on a favorable note. Carry out your important 
constructive plans today. Let your mind “ take 
wings”  to bring you to a new plane of thought. 
Build now for the future on a good solid plane 
of reason, for this is now possible for the first 
time in many years. When we meet again 
to discuss the daily calendar we will review 
the days of March, which present entirely new 
problems and new conditions.

AN EPHEMERIS OF 1937
for only

25 Cents
WE HAVE THE SIMPLIFIED 

EPHEMERIS FOR 1937 
NOW AVAILABLE TO ALL STU

DENTS AND PRACTITIONERS 
OF ASTROLOGY

We also have Ephemeris for any single 
year from 1850.

When you order be sure to state the 
year that you want and he sure to 

send your order to:

Alma Crawford Graning
Box 36, Station “ A ”
Los Angeles, California
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" W H A T

E ACH planet of the heavens contributes 
its vibrations to the MAKING OF A MAN: 
Neptune and Uranus are the forces which 

give man his genius; Saturn bestows the wis
dom man gains, while the other planets contrib
ute their share to the physical, mental, emotion
al and spiritual make-up of each individual.

Saturn’s position at the time of your birth 
signifies the amount of wisdom you will possess; 
wisdom in the result of experience. Saturn 
stands for the del ays and obstacles, hindrances 
and limitations in one’s life; and wherever it is 
at any time in the heavens, its position will 
indicate the point in your life where wisdom is 
being gained; where you’re learning what not to 
do; where you’re having experiences of a sor
rowful or depressing nature; where you’ll meet 
with opposition, limitations, delays and set
backs; where disappointment is apt to arise.

Saturn’s influence in your life tends to make 
those things in your life which it affects, more 
isolated, solitary and lonely; for instance, you 
who have birthdays between March 21st and 
April 20tli have had Saturn affecting your life 
in this manner since early 1935: It has occupied 
the house of sorrow in your Aries birthday 
chart, tending to make YOU more isolated, 
lonely and solitary.

The vibrations of Saturn bring the strongest 
test to our character and to our will power, for 
it presents such delays, disappointments and 
set-backs that one’s will power is apt to curl 
up and die. If it can kill your hopes, it will; 
but if you have wisdom, you will know that 
just as Saturn holds back or delays it will 
eventually change its position in the heavens 
and alter its vibrations in your life, and 
thus remove itself from its blockade upon your 
life. 3aturn indicates how much success you will 
achieve in your life where that success depends 
upon your will power, wisdom and ability to 
stick to a project.

The greater the man, the greater the obstacles. 
A weak barrier is of no importance to a strong 
person; but when life challenges you through 
Saturn’s vibrations, it challenges you with ob
stacles which you can use to develop your will 
power, your mental stability, your optimism and 
your courage! Your obstacles in life are apt to 
be as strong as you are; and to overcome them, 
you grow stronger than they!

S M A N ? /  /

Saturn’s vibrations are more powerful in your 
life in the first thirty years of living, and after 
the sixtieth year; but once every- seven years 
Saturn’s vibrations are turned adversely upon 
you to test the building of life which you have 
been erecting. Thus, during that period, once 
each seven years, you come under a vibration of 
soul, body and mind testing which requires 
good judgment, will power and innate good 
material within you to offset.

When Saturn is adverse to you, it kills youth
ful buoyancy, hope and optimism; it tries to 
dampen your enthusiasm; it tests your ability to 
have faith in yourself or in others, for it brings 
up obstacles in other people which make you 
suffer disappointment in them; it makes ¡YOU 
suspicious, cold, jealous, mistrustful, and if you 
give in to such a reaction to its vibrations, then 
you are, of course, weakened by Saturn’s vibra
tions. Saturn will test your business, your in
vestments, your health, the very foundations of 
life.

If you have accumulated wisdom through 
your years of living, you will enjoy passing 
through a phase of Saturn’s vibrations: you will 
enjoy being tested, for although Saturn is a 
severe schoolmaster, he is not devoid of humor, 
nor does he withhold advancement— not if you 
merit it; hut wherever weakness exists in you 
or in your affairs, your attention will be 
brought to it, and you will have to build that 
phase o f your life.

Saturn brings you under conditions of life 
where you meet with discipline; you are; apt to 
be blamed for things you haven’t done; you are 
inclined to grow bitter at injustice; sorrows 
through elderly people and through misfortunes 
affecting your life are apt to be experienced. 
Saturn represents the winter-time of your life, 
where new things cannot be planted to bring 
quick success or harvest, where YOU have to 
adjust yourself to difficulties.

Saturn tests the marital ties and the heart-ties 
with others when it is unfavorable to you; it 
tests your patience, your good nature and your 
ability to put up with the short-comings of 
others. Thus, you are apt to experience loss, sep
aration, estrangement or sorrow in your rela
tionships with others. Saturn, according to the 
part of the chart it may affect at any time, in
dicates the ENDING OF EXISTING CONDI-
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TTONS in that department of your life. Thus, 
if Saturn affects the second house of your birth
day chart now, it is bringing about the ending 
of existing financial and money activities, and 
you should be conservative and careful in all 
money matters.

If Saturn affects the third house of your 
birthday chart, it will bring trouble, worry or 
sorrow through relatives, trouble with neigh
bors, disappointments in travel, delays in ap
pointments or business engagements. It gives a 
cold, discouraged, bleak, mental outlook; and 
dangerous travel accidents are apt to be exper
ienced. Delays in letters, news and communica
tions are apt to occur. This is the time when 
the writer, composer, teacher or person depend
ing upon his MIND for his inspiration is apt to 
experience set-backs and have his well of cre
ative ability dry up.

Saturn’s influence in any part of one’s birth
day chart indicates the place where discourage
ment must be fought, where enmity, secret sor
row, hatred, delays, disappointments and mis
fortunes will come from.

Thus, if one has knowledge of the manner in 
which Saturn affects the life, then patience, 
forethought, courage and caution . can be in
stilled into dealing with those affair's. If Saturn 
is affecting the fourth house of your birthday 
chart, avoid investments in land or property, 
for delays are apt to be met, and nothing will 
go well in your life while Saturn holds that 
position.

If Saturn is in the fifth house of the birthday 
chart, then pleasures, amusements, sports and 
enjoyment of life is curtailed, love and emotions 
are dulled, the attitude is more cold and less 
responsive to others, and sorrow over the loved 
ones and emotional matters of the life will be 
felt. Speculation, gambling and all risky or 
hazardous undertakings must be avoided; 
anxiety over the outcome of one’s various inter
ests is strongly felt; the heart is weakened. A 
woman cannot have children when Saturn occu
pies this part of her birthday chart without 
much pain and trouble, and the majority of 
Caesarian operations are performed upon those 
having Saturn in this department of the life.

There is no excuse for ignorance, but there is 
a terrific penalty one has to pay for ignorance. 
If you know ahead of time where and when 
you’re apt to lose out, then you can use that 
fore-knowledge to prepare and secure yourself 
against Saturn’s vibrations.

Your success or achievement in those things 
now affected by Saturn will come only after 
much hard work, delays, obstacles and fighting 
to accomplish. You will have to make yourself 
stronger than the barriers which stand between 
you and your accomplishment. When you have 
astrology lighting the way into your coming 
life, then you can look ahead, note where Sat
urn will be affecting your life at any time, and 
then begin to plan accordingly. You need not 
be defeated; you need only to train yourself 
for the “ fight” . That is why the scripture com
mands: “ Fight the good fight of faith.”

You will be inclined to GIVE UP just when 
your fight is almost won unless you let the stars 
light your way. Your sorrows will overwhelm 
you; you will almost get to your goal, but not 
quite make it unless you put that extra effort 
into the last sprint to the goal.

Unless you turn your powers to good account, 
you will become morbid, despondent, small, 
narrow and limited in viewpoint when Saturn 
is adverse to you.

Where are your tests, trials and obstacles 
coming from? What are you doing about them? 
Are you giving up, or are you trying to run 
away from those things? You can’t run away 
from planetary vibrations; they vibrate in the 
very oxygen you breathe; that is what keeps 
you breathing— the electrification of the oxygen 
pouring in to the earth from outside space. 
Dont give up, but deal with your problems in a 
scientific manner, in a wise manner, in a calm 
poised manner. Make yourself bigger than your 
problems; climb to the very peak of the mount
ain Saturn has raised in your life. The climb 
may be weary, but you can make it! And cry 
“ Excelsior” when you have reached the summit!

Send Your 
Subscription for

A S T R O - D I G E S T
Magazine Today

$2.50 per year, 6 months for $1.50. 
Canadian and Foreign $3.00 yearly.
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Y O U R  P A T T E R N  O F  D E S T I N Y
"YE C A N  DISCERN THE FACE OF THE SKY 
BUT C A N  YOU DISCERN THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES?"

/ /S O M E T H I N G  MOST exiit outside our 
minds to put any concept into our 
minds!”  Thus speaks Sir James Jeans, 

writing of relativity and the ether, of matter 
and the radiation of light, in his hook “ The 
Mysterious Universe” .

WHAT force exists outside your mind to put 
the impulses, feelings, thoughts and ideas you 
have INTO your mind?

WHAT force exists in YOUR FUTURE, 
which may put sadness, sorrow, misery, worry 
or fear INTO your mind and cause you to re
cognize these things?

One has to SEE something, FEEU something, 
or have the effect of something produced in the 
conscious mind, in order to recognize it. 
ASTROLOGY teaches that one can analyze on
coming energy, through a study of future plane
tary positions, and so adjust YOUR LIFE that 
when the conditions produced hy those plane
tary positions begin to exist you do NOT have 
to experience them.

If you could look AHEAD and see that sor
row was coming through romance you could 
reject the person through whom sorrow was 
coming. Couldn’t you? You could, hut probably 
won’t . . . because you will not CHOOSE to do 
so.

I have a typewriter. It is fastened to the desk 
at which I write. I cannot move that typewriter. 
I can’t move the desk for it is too large for me 
to handle. During the day I found myself trying 
to move my typewriter. It was OUT OF LINE 
with MY position, and I was not comfortable 
while writing. Suddenly, I learned something! 
I learned that I could move MY CHAIR; that 
1 could move MYSELF to the right just an 
inch - - - and there! the typewriter and I got 
along beautifully. The typewriter had been all 
right all along but I had been in the wrong 
position at the typewriter.

The lesson I learned today at my typewriter' 
causes me to bring this thought on to YOU: 
there’s NOTHING WRONG with YOIJR FU
TURE . . . .IT’S YOU! You’re in the wrong

place. You’re in the wrong chairs. You’re in the 
wrong spot . . . .  you and your “ typewriter” on 
whicli you’re going to write the future story of 
your life aren’t harmonious. YOU’RE sitting 
in the wrong position, and harmony between 
you and your PATTERN OF LIFE may not 
exist. Knowing this, you can MOVE YOUR
SELF and get into the right relationships with 
your “ typewriter” , BEFORE YOU START TO 
WRITE. If you CAN’T adjust YOURSELF, and 
get right with your future, you’ll never get to 
write YOUR STORY. Blank pages will be turn
ed, as we read the STORY OF YOUR LIFE; 
and we’ll say: “ What is this . . . .  they started 
. . . .  but they didn’t finish!”

Do you know the story of ELIJAH AND 
ELISHA? Perhaps you wouldn’t believe it if 
I related it to you, because it tells about two 
men who KNEW WHAT WAS AHEAD IN 
TIIEIR FUTURES. They’d taken time to Scrut
inize the future and knew what to get ready 
for. In fact, they knew so well what lay ahead 
of them that they put on their coats and hats, 
and went out to meet it!

Elijah learned that in a short time he would 
be “ TRANSLATED” or moved to a new 
sphere of activity. He informed Elisha that he 
was moving into the desert for there he would 
have a sudden change occur in his life; a strange 
opportunity awaited him there; he would be 
whisked out o f the OLD LIFE into the NEW. 
He told Elisha, his servant and student, goodbye 
BUT . . . Elisha insisted on following. At last 
Elijah said: “ What would you have me do for 
you?”

Poor Elisha said: “ 1 don’t want you td leave 
me. I am helpless and little and ignorant of my 
life. I want YOU to tell me what’s in MY FU
TURE? I have a question I want you to answer 
for me. There is something I WANT . . .Will I 
get it?”

And Elisha said, daring greatly: “ I WANT 
A DOUBLE PORTION OF YOUR POWER . . . 
WILL I GET IT ?”  And the prophet, Elijah, 
answered: “ If you see me when I am taken 
from you, you will realize your ambition; you
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will have the tiling you desire; you will re
ceive the DOUBLE PORTION OF MY POW
ER, which you’re seeking” .

What a promise! And, what a condition im
posed . . . ‘TF you see me when I am taken 
from you” .

This told Elisha that IF he were where 
OPPORTUNITY could come to him, he would 
realize his ambition. IF he were ready for the 
opportunity . . .  IF he followed “ through”
. . . then he would receive the “ double por
tion ’ of his Master’s power.

Ah, Elisha! IF you’re there! That magic 
word IF on which your future hangs! If you 
can wait, and follow on, and keep keeping on, 
until TFIE TIME when this opportunity, this 
desire, and this thing you’re asking for can come 
to you!

ELIJAH trudged toward the place where he 
had his appointment with the chariot of fire 
and the horsemen of heaven. He KNEW where 
they d be waiting for him, so he trudged for
ward into his future, toward his great experi
ence. Elisha followed on behind. He, too, had 
HIS DESTINY to realize, IF lie were only big 
enough to reach it; if he were only able to “ fol
low through”  UNTIL the “ time and the season” 
came for him to realize HIS WISH.

Everybody and everything discouraged them. 
But Elijah and Elisha went on! They came to 
the river Jordan, which lay between them and 
their destination; Elijah removed his mantle, 
slapped at the waters of the river, and the 
WATERS DIVIDED; and “ they two went ov
er” ! They made their OWN BRIDGES, they 
forged ahead into their futures, toward the re
alization of their INDIVIDUAL DESTINIES, 
laying their own roads.

Elisha was walking with HIS DESTINY. He 
KNEW what was ahead for him, and he confi
dently trudged toward it. His surety took him 
over the rivers. They triumphed over every per
il. At last they came to a certain place in the 
wilderness.

Can you imagine anything good happening in 
a wilderness, in a desert, in a poor place? In a 
BAD PART OF ONE’S LIFE? Perhaps YOU 
can’t imagine opportunity appea'ring at such a 
time, in such a place . . . but as Elijah walked 
through HIS WILDERNESS, there appeared a 
golden chariot, with angels and horsemen of 
heaven. He was whisked up and away from the 
path lie had been trudging. He walked right in
to the GOOD FORTUNE promised him.

“ Swing low, sweet chariot 

Coming for to carry me H O M E ” . . . .

As Elijah arose, going onward with his NEW 
EXPERIENCE, realizing his promised DES
TINY, poor Elisha cried out: “ I SEE YOU. I 
HAVE WITNESSED THIS. I’ve reached my 
GOAL.. .  WHERE MY DESTINY WAS PROM
ISED ME. WHERE IS MY DOUBLE POR
TION OF YOUR POWER, YOUR SPIRIT. . . . 
. . ? ”  And Elijah dropped his “ MANTLE” 
earthward.

Elisha picked up the discarded robe of his 
master and guide. He picked it up, discarding 
his own old garment, symbolic of his old ideas, 
his old habits, his old customs. He took the 
garment left by his teacher, the man who knew 
how to DO THINGS; the man who HAD POW
ER, and he placed this robe about his own 
shoulders. Elisha had POWER, now. He return
ed through the wilderness to Jordan. He took 
his mantle, and struck at the waters of the riv
er, just as his master had done. AND, the waters 
divided and Elisha went across to the other 
side. He went on to a higher destiny, to a great
er future, to a greater power than that which 
Elijah had possessed. Where Elijah raised 
eight people from the dead, Elisha restored 
sixteen. And Elisha realized his desire for THE 
FUTURE because he followed his master to the 
place where power could come upon him:

This story has proven the greatest inspira
tion of ray own career. When I found Astrol
ogy and its kindred philosophy which I 
have developed, I realized that ASTROL
OGY had dropped a mantle toward me 
from Heaven, itself. Astrology . . . .  the char
iot of fire, the horsemen of the heavens, the re- 
vealer of men’s destinies, brings a DOUBLE 
PORTION of power, energy, victory and success 
into THE FUTURE.

Elijah left the earth BUT HIS POWER RE
MAINED, transmitted through his student 
Elisha. THE PLANETS AND HEAVENS, 
WHICH ARE THE “ STORE HOUSES” OF 
CELESTIAL ENERGY are far from the earth, 
but THEIR POWER (mantle) drops upon us 
and is transmitted by MANKIND that we may 
perform miracles and realize a DIVINE DES
TINY planned for each of us.

If AOU can follow Astrology, you’ll find that 
your mantle, your map of life, your destiny 
will endow vou with new power and confidence. 
You can divide the waters of sorrow and walk
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through; you can raise old dead hopes and 
make them live again.

You can work MIRACLES IN YOUR LIFE 
day after day, as you follow YOUR GUIDE, 
ASTROLOGY.

Astrology does this for you: IF YOU CAN 
FOLLOW THROUGH until the TIME when 
your opportunity is at hand, until the time 
when the things you seek, the things you’re 
asking about, are ready to fall upon you, you 
can secure your double portion of POWER. If 
you’re faithful to TOUR DESTINY, which 
ASTROLOGY REVEALS TO YOU, you, too, 
can accomplish seemingly impossible things. 
You, too, can have power to do with your life 
what others have done with their’s.

I often watch my beginning students attempt 
to read their own horoscopes; they couldn’t 
do so. They got confused, and got the wrong in
terpretation; they were on the wrong road. I 
say, “ Now, if you can follow through and learn 
and see me do these things; let me teach you 
these things, my mantle of knowledge will fall 
upon YOU” .

The Astrologer is like Elijah. The Astrologer 
has the MANTLE of knowledge, power and en
ergy to divide the waters; to tell you what to 
do; to interpret your future according to the 
message of the stars. YOU are like Elisha. You 
can take the knowledge we Astrologers have . .
. . you can take this “ mantle”  falling from our 
hands, and have a DOUBLE PORTION of our 
power.

This is what the Astrologer accomplishes in 
writing or interpreting Astrology’s message for 
YOUR OWN LIFE. You receive information, 
knowledge, and understanding. YOU place this 
mantle about your own shoulders, and use it to 
your advantage, to realize your OWN DES
TINY!

And you learn that

“ The toils of the road will seem nothing
When you get to the end of the way” .

To each of you a MANTLE OF KNOWL
EDGE concerning 1937 comes: in the pages of 
Astro-Digest magazine; in the new study course 
of Astrology which wili be your’s in each 
monthly copy of the magazine; in the new AN
ALYSIS OF 1937; THE MANTLE of knowl
edge which I have prepared, as I ’ve translated 
the MESSAGE OF THE STARS for you. Take 
this mantle, place it around your own should
ers, and walk confidently forward. Perform the 
miracles with your mantle of Astrology which 
I have performed. Accomplish what seems to be

IMPOSSIBLE, as you direct your plans accord
ing to the pattern of your life for this particu
lar year.

The value of Astrology lies in its applica
tion to HUMAN NEEDS AND HUMAN LIVES.

The PAST is gone. The FUTURE may never 
come to you. YOUR DESTINY may never be 
realized, in all its glorious PROMISE. YOUR 
DESTINY is written in your stars, interpreted 
for you by Astrology, and brought into your 
hands by YOUR ASTROLOGER.

Come on, all of you. Get on the right road. 
Let the stars LIGHT YOUR WAY to the fulfil
ment of your secret hopes and wishes, and to 
the realization of YOUR DIVINE DESTINY.

“ Watch therefore: and know th is ........... that
IF the man of the house had known in WHAT 
WATCH (hour or season) the thief would 
come, he would have watched and would not 
have suffered his house to be broken up.”

Here are words of wisdom, which refer to 
you and me! IF WE KNOW THE TIME, THE 
HOUR, THE SEASON in our lives when fail
ure threatens, sorrow beckons, or opportunity 
knocks, we can have ANTICIPATED that com
ing condition . . . .  and thus not suffer our 
HOUSE OR LIVES to be broken up by advers
ity; or else PREPARE FOR THE “ Chariot” 
coming “ for to carry us HOME” to the new 
place of DESTINY planned for us!

Until next month, “ Adios” .
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Miami Book Shoppe, 223 Halcyon Arcade 
Panama Book and Stationery Co.
The Dawson Drug Store, 5th St. and 1st Ave. 
World News Co.

GEORGIA
ATLANTA

COLUMBUS

World News Co., 141 Peachtree St.
Max News Store, 14 Walton St., N. W. 
Millers’ Incorporated, 64 Broad St., N. W. 
The Jeff Davis News Stand

ILLINOIS
PEORIA
PITTSFIELD
STREATOR

Nichols, 104 S. Jefferson St. 
Vertree’s and Co.
Woolley Drug Store

INDIANA
INDIANAPOLIS Indiana Theatre News Shop, 134 Washington 

Lyric News Shop, 115 N. Illinois St.

IOWA
DES MOINES Hyman’s News and Book Store, 504 Sixth Ave.

KANSAS
CEDAR
SALINA
EMPORIA
MANHATTAN
OTTAW A
RUSSELL
SALINA
WICHITA

Mrs. E. H. Marshall News Stand 
George Van Orsdol News Stand 
A. J. Pauler’s
Kinney and Petrich Drug Store
Keen Printing and Stationery Co., 220 Main St.
The Russell News Stand
Salina News Co., Iron and Santa Fe Sts.
The M-S News Co., 114 South Emporia

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON Fayette Cigar Store. 151 West Main St. 

Savoy Restaurant, 808 North Lime Ave.
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LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS Rolay News Stand, 107 Royal St.

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY 
SAINT LOUIS

A ll News Stands. 
A ll News Stands.

NEBRASKA
KEARNEY
OMAHA

Hite’s News Stand
Meyers News Stand, 1324 Fernam St.

NEW MEXICO
LORDSBURG Dr. J. G. Egon

NORTH DAKOTA
DEVIL’S LAKE Mrs. Inez Nerhaugen

OHIO
CANTON
CINCINNATI
TOLEDO

Ralph Young News Exchange, 310 Tuscarawas St.
Fountain News Shop, 426 Walnut
St. Clair News Agency, (Various Stands)

OKLAHOMA
ALVA
DRUMRIGHT
EDMOND
FREDERICK
OKMULGEE
PONCA CITY
TULSA

Alva Magazine Shoppe
The Post-Office News Stand
P. C. Slacks Store
Gladys Wright News Stand
Buck’s Smoke Shop
Green’s Smoke Shop, 105 N. 3rd St.
Oklahoma News Co.

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGAU
MEMPHIS

World News Co.
M. J. Robinson, Puff News Stand, 820 Market 
World News Co.

TEXAS
GALVESTON (The Playground of the South.) 

Interurban-Queen News Stand 
Wilsons Cigar and News Stand

DALLAS J. and M. News Store, 1611 Elm St.
Hub News Store, 115 N. Akard
Owl News Store, Elm and St. Paul Sts.

EL PASO
HOUSTON
PAMPA
SAN ANTONIO
WICHITA FALLS

Sandoval News Service (Various Stands)
A ll Downtown Stands
The Owl Drug Store
C. H. Reiss News Dealer
Thomas Confectionery, 812 Scott Ave.

WYOMING
CASPER The B and A  Store

The
DOMINION of CANADA

TONONTO, ONTARIO Roher’s Book Shop, 9 Bloor St., West
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The February Outlook for Aries
gq ¡m an CE LS3 ta j

For Those Born Between March 21st and 
April 20th

V ENUS enters your own birthsign on the 
2nd and will remain here until June 
3, with the exception of but a few days 

time in March and April. This is a favorable 
influence on the whole. Invitations, gifts, more 
love and affection and romance will exist in 
your life. A desire for new pleasures, and 
marked improvement of your personal appear
ance and mental outlook can he expected. On 
February 11, 12, 20 and 25 Venus will be ad
verse to you, and on these days you must be 
careful to avoid indulgences, overstrain or care
lessness in pleasures or trouble in emotional 
associations. Some disappointment may arise at 
these times; but decided improvement in your 
PERSONAL life and affairs, more magnetism 
and ability to attract others will exist for you 
during February due to this Venusian influence. 
Improvement in your financial affairs will be 
noted.

Business, credit, professional and public ac
tivities will he stimulated for you this month. 
You will have new ambitions and power to 
realize them. Important changes in business, en
vironment and position can be expected during 
this month. Business matters will be favored 
on February 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 21, 22, 27. Promotion, 
new opportunities and advancement may come 
to you in an unexpected manner during Febru
ary if you can concentrate upon these matters. 
Health should show decided improvement as 
the month advances; and you will not feel that 
awful sense of helpless defeat, worry and con
fusion which has marked your work, health 
and personal life during the past few years.

Do not feel surprised if working or business 
opportunities require travel or change of envi
ronment this month. This is a month in which 
you can “ ask and receive” unusual favors and 
gains from others, except fo ra few adverse days 
when you must be diploomatic and cautious in 
dealing with others.

Friendships, social matters and close associ
ation with others will he adverse for you on the 
4th, 7th, 11th, 18th and 19th. Be very careful 
in dealing with friends, buying or selling, or 
forming any agreements with them during these 
times. Pleasures, emotional matters, risks, social

activities and friendships will not he favored 
at these times. These dates will also be adverse 
for the finances of employer or for the results 
of your own business. Serious quarrels or anxi
ety over the welfare of others may exist. At all 
other times of this month you can expect to 
gain through friends, new acquaintances and 
people in a position to benefit you. You will 
come into contact with prominent people 
through whom you could secure favors or ad
vancement in life. The breaking up of old ties 
and the forming of new friendships and emo
tional relationships can now be expected.

Accomplish important things during Febru
ary. You can do so. Earning power and finan
cial matters will be favored this month more so 
than they have been for a long time except on 
the 7th and 18th. Sudden losses or reverses 
could be experienced through others on these 
dates.

Mars is your only threat to happiness and 
security. This planet seems to bring strain into 
partnerships or dealings with others so that the 
health or losses of some other person may re
quire caution and patience on your part. Now 
I know how difficult it is for you to be PA
TIENT, and you don’t like that word, so I 
won’t emphasize it; hut don’t fret this month 
if you seem to he delayed by another person. 
Seek cooperation, give it, and you’ll forge 
ahead. Be very careful of your personal welfare 
and safety on the unfavorable days of this 
month.

Start your new enterprises and activities on the 
13th. Take advantage of new opportunities com
ing to you for improvement of personal life, 
health, work and financial outlook. In your 
emotional relationships or friendships, use more 
caution and discretion, for it is here that 
trouble will lie.

Favorable days: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 13, 15, 16, 21,
22, 25, 27.

Unfavorable: 4, 7, 11, 12, 18, 19, 20, 25.

(The 25th is both a favorable and unfavor
able day.)
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The February Outlook for Taurus
I t | PyHE d  133 ED

For Those Born Between April 20th and 
May 21st 
a a

T HIS MONTH will be one of violent likes 
and dislikes so far as you are concerned; 
and you will wear your “ feelings on your 

coat sleeve.”  After the hectic month of Janu
ary you will have learned some bitter lessons, 
but don’t let your experiences keep you bitter 
or resentful. You will be stirred to the depths 
of your soul during January, and February 
will be a month where rebellion at existing 
circumstances or conditions must not be allowed 
to inflame your attitude toward others or to
ward life in general.

If you use discretion on the 4th, 7th, 14th, 
18th, 20th and 25th you should have better 
fortune this month. Mars, in opposition to you, 
indicates strain in all relations with other 
people during the first eight months of 1937. 
The danger of accidents, cuts, burns and quar
rels with others will exist at the unfavorable 
times I outline for you. It will he up to you 
to remain calm and serene, despite tests upon 
your patience and forebearance. Try to avoid 
nervous strain and don’t allow yourself to be
come angry. This will be fatal. Avoid conflict 
with others or legal complications. Your judg
ment will not be good, for you will now be 
swayed by your emotions. In your partnerships, 
companionships and dealings with others, you 
can expect trouble. Enmity or' rivalry will be 
felt.

Venus will stimulate your desire for improve
ment of your personal appearance. Somewhat 
secret health-building plans will now be under 
way. Sorrow through a loved one may exist on 
the adverse days. If you find it necessary to 
give up something dearly prized now, do so 
graciously. Your health or' personal welfare 
must be guarded carefully on all adverse days 
this month. Unexpected good luck will flash 
across your life, so don’t let annoying problems 
or secret matters unnerve you or make you 
hasty.

Something of a benefic nature is coming to 
you out of a clear sky, and your cue, this month,

ffl

is that of foundation-building. Go ahead in 
your plans and activities calmly and don’t let 
flurries with others get you off your course. 
On the 13th, Mercury will begin to affect your 
credit, reputation and work or business inter
ests. Important papers will be signed; changes 
will occur in your position in life. Money will 
be more important and financial changes will 
take place. NO important papers should be 
signed, and no new undertakings attempted at 
unfavorable times this month. Propositions 
presented to you will not he reliable; and un
expected upsets may occur, bringing reversals. 
This is particularly apt to be felt on the 18th 
and 19th. Estrangements or separations could 
take place at this time. Business matters should 
be very much favored on the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 8th, 
12th, Í5th, 21st, 22nd and 27th. Changes and 
new undertakings will be favored on these dates.

Neptune, long your emotional enemy, will 
now begin to bring more happiness and har
mony into your emotional life. While your 
major problem of January is apt to be due to 
emotional upsets and trouble through or with 
others, February with the 21st, begins to draw 
a new pattern of greater happiness. Gains 
through investments, speculation, pleasures, 
emotional interests, things and people YOU 
love can be expected. Unexpected and exciting 
news from a loved one will thrill yoii. News 
from people at a distance will begin to benefit 
you. Travel, change and new financial oppor
tunity will loom as a real factor in your future 
plans.

Changes, beginning to happen in your life 
now IF YOU DON’T INSTIGATE them and 
angrily force them, will prove to be a turning 
point, leading you to better, happier opportuni
ties!

Favorable days: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 15, 16, 21, 22, 
26, 27.

Unfavorable: 4, 7, 9, 14, 18, 19, 20, 25.
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The February Outlook for Gemini
m m m

For Those Born Between May 21st and 
June 21st 

ffl BE Be

T HIS MONTH will begin to improve con
ditions in your life. The long disturbing 
condition you have suffered is beginning 

to disappear, and upon the horizon of this 
monlh improved conditions begin to loom. New 
friends, social activities and a more peaceful 
outlook will begin for you on the 1st. Women 
will he brought into closer association with 
you. This month will he a time in which to 
accept invitations, meet new people and ex
pect to gain more greatly through others. You 
will be more emotional and active in your 
friendships, social activities and associations 
with others. Conditions in this respect are fa
vorable except on the 11th, 12th, 20th and 25th. 
Avoid excess of feeling or emotion and don’t 
waste your time on these dates. Venus will en
able you to GAIN through others in a position 
to benefit you. It will attract people to you in 
a new, exciting manner.

Legal matters, travel, news from a distance, 
“ in-laws”  (if you have them) will be activated 
during February. A serious quarrel or trouble 
with another person could occur on the 4th 
and 18th. Travel will not be favored for you 
on the adverse days. Legal matters will need 
to be carefully avoided. More correspondence, 
trips and mental activity will now mark your 
life, but you will need to progress very carefully 
in all legal, travel, educational, advertising or 
religious activities in which you may be inter
ested on the unfavorable days to avoid loss of 
prestige or favor. A religious person will have 
great appeal for you during this month, and 
you will be inclined to start new studies and re
act to new aspirations now. Gains through the 
finances, favors and cooperation of others can 
be sought on the favorable days.

All secret matters or conditions of a sorrow
ful nature are apt to be intensified on the 18th 
which is a day of upsets, enmity and mental 
uncertainty. During the entire month, Mars will 
affect health and work. There will be a tend
ency to over-work or overstrain; nervousness

and high tension will affect you on the 4th, 7th, 
14th and 25th. Don’t be too aggressive, avoid 
quarrels or accidents in work or in connection 
with servants, inferiors, employees or working 
associates. Work will affect your health. On fa
vorable days you can expect work, employment 
and all business matters to be stimulated. The 
1st, 10th, 15th, 21st, 22nd and 27th will be 
excellent days for employment or working ac
tivities. You will push ahead to realize your 
ambitions on these dates.

Home, family, domestic and private affairs 
will be altering now. Instead of the bleak pict
ure you’ve had confronting you for so long, 
better conditions can be expected in your fami
ly and private affairs. You will be anxious to 
realize your secret dreams in connection with 
home, property or family matters. Financial 
gains through and from others will be favoted, 
particularly so on the 1st, 2nd, 10th and 21st. 
New business and financial progress will be 
achieved. These will he the times to press your 
important plans. Your gains this month de
pend upon others, and this is the first time iu 
“ ages ’ where I can promise that you will gain 
through other people. The finances of the part
ner or of some other person will be enhanced, 
proving favorable for you.

Some contact with a hospital or place of con
finement may arise during the month. Guard 
your finances and earning power on the 11th.

Somewhat surprising news of a secret nature 
will come to you this month. Keep your eyes 
open; don’t confide too much, and don’t look 
gift horses in the mouth, for they’re coming to 
you now.

Favorable days: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15,
16, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28.

Unfavorable: 4, 7, 11, 12, 14, 17, 18, 19,
20, 25.
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The February Outlook for Cancer
m  m  nn QQ Qu (S

For Those Born Between June 21st and 
July 23rd
GQ S] i m )ryj caj cbj

T HIS MONTH will be one of unusual events 
and circumstances for you. Both good 
luck and misfortune may attend you. 

Venus is the planet which begins to really 
stimulate business, professional and public 
activities now. You will be more strongly be
fore the public; friends in the business world 
can be attracted to you; increased popularity 
can be experienced. Women will be of particu
lar benefit to you in business, credit and public 
success. You will be more AMBITIOUS, but 
must avoid overstrain of credit or carelessness 
and indulgence which could affect your repu
tation or standing (on the 11th, 12th, 20th and 
25th). Friends and social matters will be en
hanced during the month, but adverse to your 
own well-being on these unfavorable days. Your 
gain seems to come not only through your own 
efforts, but through partners, companionship 
and other people. Thus, you must endeavor 
to be diplomatic and tactful. The health and 
welfare of the partner or close associates may 
prove expensive to you this month; but with 
the 21st you really begin to gain through oth
ers.

Travel, voyages, foreign contacts and some
what strange news from people at a distance 
may be a feature in your life this month. Tour 
aspirations will be unusual. Expansion in your 
environment will occur. Improvement in your 
surroundings will be experienced. Correspond
ence, letters and communications will be in
creased. Your ability in business, social or pro
fessional matters will be excellent. Your own 
inspiration and optimistic outlook will dictate 
new plans. Relatives will begin to be favored 
in a new manner. A new talent will be devel
oped on the material plane of expression now. 
This is a month in which to plan to do much 
creative work.

Mars indicates severe strain on your heart 
ties during January and February. Your feel
ings will be intense. You will be more emo

tional, passionate and easily aroused. Things 
and people YOU love will be very important 
to you. The desire to take risks and a hasty, 
thoughtless tendency on your part could create 
serious cpiarrels or cause loss through poor 
judgment. Your gains through speculative and 
chance-taking activities will be favored, but 
quarrels with others will occur. Avoid rashness, 
and protect the welfare of those you love on 
the 4th, 7th, 9th, 14th, 18th, 20th and 25th. 
Pleasures, amusements and risks of any kind 
should be avoided on these dates. The 4tli, 18tli 
and 25th will be particularly hectic days, so far 
as emotions and loved ones are concerned. The 
health and finances of others or troubles of 
others may cause emotional upsets for you.

On the 11th avoid friction with a rival or 
enemy. Hasty contracts or agreements, or legal 
difficulties can be avoided on this date if you 
can remember to avoid rebellion at restrictions 
or the opposition of others.

Uranus may bring about estrangements or a 
breaking up of friendships or close associations 
on the 7th, 14th and 18tli. The difficulties of 
others will be trying for you on these dates. 
Social activities should be avoided. You will 
not realize your ambitions although you’ll 
try to through others at these times.

Partnerships and close association and gain 
through others is shown for you on the 1st, 2nd, 
10th, 16th and 21st. On the 21st, work, health, 
travel, partnerships and gain through others 
are all stimulated for you. Exciting and good 
news and greatly improved conditions are 
shown. An ambition of long standing may now 
be realized through the cooperation of another.

Favorable days: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 15, 16, 21, 
22, 23, 24, 26, 27.

Unfavorable: 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 18, 19, 20,
25.
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The February Outlook for Leo
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For Those Born Between July 23rd and 
August 23rd 

m m m

T HIS MONTH will be upsetting for you 
in some respects; in other ways it marks 
a turning point, a period of marked im

provements and gains for which you have 
longed.

Remember that Mars is adverse to you until 
March 13th; this always means strain and 
trouble. In your case, as a Leo person, Mars 
will cause trouble in home, family, surround
ings and domestic affairs as well as bring strain 
upon health. Rashness, haste, waste, quarrel
someness and irritation will be present during 
January, February and early March. So, with 
this tip, try to turn this vibration into a con
structive one of ambition, controlled and intel
ligently directed. The 4th, 7th, 9th, 18th and 
25th will be the days of February when Mars 
is adverse to these matters. In-laws or people 
at a distance from you may cause irritation or 
trouble. Your private life and surroundings 
will be disturbed. Accidents, fires or trouble 
in the home may occur. I believe that Mars 
will stimulate change, travel or a new environ
ment requiring haste and excessive activity in 
domestic affairs. Travel is strongly indicated 
now.

Venus indicates gains of a new and thrilling 
nature. Your outlook will be more optimistic. 
You will feel that things are improving for you, 
as indeed they will be. Legal matters, news, 
correspondence, new studies and plans will be 
activated during the month. Travel and change 
will be in the air about you. You will have new 
ideals and aspirations.

Jupiter’s influence, this month, will be fa
vorable for work and health, except on the ad
verse days. At these times, a tendency to be in
dulgent, careless and over-confident will affect 
both health and work. Avoid indulgences of 
any kind on the unfavorable days. The 1st, 
2nd, 10th, 16th, 21st and 27th will be excellent 
days for finances, advancement in work or 
health, and all business activities or plans. The 
21st should stimulate your finances, earning 
power and financial gains through others in a 
decided manner. Marked improvement in your

health and general welfare will occur. Invest
ments will appeal to you, and gain through 
past investments and through new working op
portunities are indicated for you Leo folks who 
are in a position to gain through these vibra
tions. The finances, health and affairs of others 
who may have been a source of worry to you, 
will greatly improve. A release, the taking off 
of the brakes of repression, will mark this time 
in your life. You should experience a burst of 
speed which really means gain, progress and 
achievement.

The 4th, 11th and 18th are adverse days for 
travel or risks of any kind. If you are married, 
strain and unexpected events will affect the 
marriage partner, and you should be very care
ful to avoid making unwise changes. Enmity or 
rivalry may bring loss at these times. Be care
ful to avoid haste or lack of discretion in deal
ing with all others on these dates. This is a 
month in which health, work and cooperation 
with others will all be important features in 
your life. The trend of the month is favorable, 
but knowing you as I do, I know that you’R 
be inclined to let the few adverse conditions 
overpower you. And now do you like me?

Don’t get involved in quarrels with others 
on the 4th and 18th. You’ll hurt yourself if you 
do. Cooperate and attract throughout the en
tire month. If you can do this, results will be 
achieved. Avoid legal contracts or complica
tions of any kind on the adverse days. Any 
partnerships you may have will he strained to 
the breaking point during January and on the 
few adverse days of February.

Your true source of gain will lie in work, 
health-building, finances and new aspirations. 
In your relationships with others and your own 
private life, troubles will exist.

Favorable days: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 15, 16, 21,
22, 23, 27, 28.

Unfavorable: 4, 7, 9, 11, 14, 18, 19, 20, 24, 25,
26.
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The February Outlook for Virgo
For Those Born between August 23rd 

and September 21st

MANY important changes may begin to 
take place in your life this month. Chang
es for the better! And that’s something. 

Let me forewarn you of difficulties apt to 
arise, and then review the favorable condi
tions for which I want you to prepare.

Mars, of course, is adverse to your relatives 
or close associates. It is sure to bring a quar
relsome and irritable state of mind so that you 
will be inclined to quarrel through speech or 
correspondence with others. You will he rest
less, ambitious and careless in speech or action. 
Your environment will be changing; reforms 
and improvements will be sought. Short trips 
and impulsive action will mark the month. 
You will overstrain health, and your working 
environment and associations will be quarrel
some. Trips could interfere with your work. 
Work, health and travel will be unfavorable 
on the 4th, 18th and 25th.

Your work and health will be of major im
portance to you during this entire month. You 
must try to avoid any feeling of rebellion at 
authority of others or restrictions placed upon 
you. Try to adjust yourself to others, or to con
ditions rather than force issues. I want you to 
let good fortune come to you this month. This 
is a month in which to build a worth-while 
foundation beneath both work and health in
terests. Changes are apt to occur, but let them 
take place without your forcing them.

You will have unusual interest in investments 
and speculation, gambling or chance-taking en
terprises during the month. You seem to win 
or gain money and favors in a somewhat un
usual manner. Pleasures and amusements will 
have strong appeal for you. Someone you love 
is apt to prove to be a source of sorrow or 
much expense on the 19th, 20th and 25th. Avoid 
risks, pleasures, amusements, emotional up
sets or chance-taking on these dates. Of course 
you probably won’t, but I’m forewarning you, 
anway. Except for the few adverse dates, this 
entire month should bring more emotional hap

piness and gain through things and people YOU 
love. For the first time in TWELVE YEARS 
your emotional life begins to “ get the breaks, 
so don’t do anything now to spoil the plans des
tiny has for you.

With the 21st Neptune and Jupiter begin to 
operate in the skies to spell happiness ¡and 
LUCK for you Virgoans; and goodness knows 
you can use plenty of both right now. Now 
you can begin to make your dream, your beauti
ful secret vision of marriage and companion
ship come true. You can begin to realize favors 
from others and attract the love and attention of 
others. Things should begin to come your way 
now. Home, family, private life, marriage or 
companionship, love and emotional life, specu
lation and investments will all be stimulated 
and approved by your stars as this month ad
vances. Your own outlook on your future will 
be far more optimistic. YOUR APPEARANCE, 
personality and magnetism will be enhanced. 
This is a time in which to put your BEST foot 
forward and seek to improve your emotional 
and private life.

You gain financially through others! this 
month. However, on the adverse days, the 
troubles, health or difficulties of another per
son may prove expensive for YOU, or delay 
yrour own plans and progress. Seek the coopera
tion of others now.

The breaking up of old ties and associations 
occurs this month, as in January, while new 
interests and new associations are strongly indi
cated for you. New enterprises and new under
takings can be started on the 2nd, 16th, 21st 
and 27th. Surprises and good news is indicated 
at these times.

Favorable days: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 15, 16, 21,
22, 26, 27, 28.

Unfavorable: 4, 6, 7, 11, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23. 
24, 25.
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The February Outlook for Libra
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For Those Born Between September 21st 
and October 23rd
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F EBRUARY will be an exciting and vig
orous month for you in many re
spects. Your home, family and pri

vate affairs will be stimulated in an un
usual manner Improvements will oc
cur in these things. Your desire to beautify 
your surroundings will increase expenditures. 
You can invest, improve your surroundings, 
make changes and fulfill your ambitions in 
connection with home, property, land or pos
sessions on the favorable days; but guard your 
credit and do not over-expand nor let care
lessness and feeling dictate your decisions on 
the adverse days of the month. The welcome 
sign may be on your doormat this year so that 
family and relatives will visit you or be more 
closely associated with you. Family and pri
vate life will prove more expensive; more fun 
and pleasure will be had in the home and pri
vate surroundings now than has been the case 
lor a long time. This month will be one in 
which the desire for love, pleasure, amusements 
and excitement will strongly exist. The desire 
to take chances or risks will spell losses on the 
adverse days. The 4th and 18th will not be fa
vorable for risks, speculation, investments, 
chance-taking activities or emotional matters. 
These things will prove very expensive for you; 
someone you love may also prove to be a source 
of added expense to you. A child or younger 
person will prove important in your life now. 
Their welfare should be guarded.

Venus will bring more love and happiness 
to you. Your contacts and association with 
others will be more pleasant and congenial; 
your ability to attract the good-will o f others, 
make friends of your enemies, and gain favors 
from others will lie stimulated. Legal matters, if 
arising now, will be favorable for you except 
on the 20th and 25th.

health will be made. You can expect sudden 
change of fortunes this month, for the better, 
if you can or will protect your welfare and in
terests on the few unfavorable days.

Marked increase of earning power and finan
cial good fortune will undoubtedly be enjoyed. 
Mars, occupying the “ house of money,”  of your 
birthday chart will stimulate finances, partic
ularly those which you attract through your 
own efforts and partnerships; but you must 
avoid quarrels over money with partners, busi
ness people or those in authority on the 4th, 
7th, 13th and 20th. Lou can expect more money 
and more expenses during February. Los9 
through foolish impulses, poor judgment and 
quarrels will threaten on days such as the 4th. 
However, gain through your own activity, am
bitions and enterprise are so strongly shown 
that if you use your natural diplomacy and 
discretion you can add to your income greatlv.

Avoid trouble or sorrow through children, 
a loved one and speculation or investment mat
ters on the days I have given as unfavorable. 
\'ou will have more emotional power this 
month to empasize your artistic or creative tal
ents. With the 18th, you should carefully begin 
to protect your own health, for March will test 
your health and vitality.

Property, real investments, home and family 
affairs will be favored on the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 
i 6th and 21st. Gain through past investments may 
be realized. News coming to you on the 21st 
should bring happiness and increased hopes. 
That element of secrecy or treachery and sor
row which you have felt for so long will defin
itely begin to lift. Trips will prove profitable 
and will be taken somewhat secretly or guard
edly.

Health and work, so badly affected during Favorable days: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14,
January, will now prove more favorable for you. 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28.
Somewhat secret or unusual lines of work will
now appeal to you. Improvements in your own Unfavorable: 4, 7, 9, 11, 18, 19, 20, 25.
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The February Outlook for Scorpio

For Those Born Between October 23rd 
and November 21st

Ma r s  in your own birthsign throughout 
this month will be adverse to you on the 
4th, 7th and 25th. Throughout the month 

however, Mars will be ready to strike and cause 
trouble. RESTRAINT should be your KEY
NOTE so far as impulsive action, anger, haste or 
emotions are concerned. Your naturally ambi
tious, wilful and aggressive nature will now be in
tensified, so remember that “ Character makes 
Destiny”  and DON’T let Mars rule you this 
month. Health, business, family and private af
fairs will be adversely affected by Mars on the 
4th, and again on other unfavorable days of the 
month. The danger of feverish ailments, quar
rels and strife with others, as well as of head
aches or head ailments and physical disorders 
are always quickened when Mars affects you 
in this manner. On the positive plane, if you 
can get up there and STAY there, Mars will 
give ambition, aggressive determination and ac
tivity in all PERSONAL affairs. It spells new 
opportunity for you; but you must avoid strife 
and you must also avoid the impulse to realize 
your ambitions at any cost.

Jupiter will favor promotion, travel, change 
in your environment and new opportunities 
coming to you through correspondence or com
munications. This is particularly indicated on 
the 2nd, 10th, 16th and 21st. On the 21st you 
will gain an ambition of long standing. Good 
news, good luck and a more happy state of 
mind will be enjoyed. Travel, a mission of con
fidence and financial good fortune may exist 
at this time. Someone you love will bring un
usual happiness to you. Pleasures, friendships 
and ability to GAIN THROUGH OTHERS is 
strongly indicated by your stars at this time. 
The favorable outcome of any trips undertaken 
or communications with others is shown for 
the 21st.

A relative or close associate may prove to be 
a source of real happiness or good fortune for 
you. Income and earning power will be activat
ed in an unusual manner. On the 20th you must

avoid travel and indulgence; health and work 
will be affected adversely.

Throughout the entire month, except on the 
20th, Venus is favorable to your health and 
work. A new pet may be added to your environ
ment. You will attract more favors and good 
will in your working environment and work or 
daily tasks. This will be a favorable health
building and work building month in many re
spects. It will be a good time in which to deal 
with servants or inferiors; and changes qr im
provements in your work or business will also 
be favored. More peaceful and fortunate con
ditions in these matters will be realized. In 
case of iR health or sickness (and you are apt 
to experience this now ), you will have more 
love and care than usual.

AND, that prevailing trend of DISAPPOINT
MENT in pleasures planned or amusèments 
desired will not be so heavy this month. The 
anxiety you felt in January over someone you 
love and over the organization of your busi
ness interests will not be so strong now. Solid, 
conservative progress and the laying of new 
plans, the stimulation of ideas and creative fac
ulties should all be emphasized for you this 
month. Anything connected with travel, acting 
as a go-between or ambassador for another, 
publications, writing, buying and selling and 
improvement of your environment will now be 
favored.

The need to sacrifice for OTHERS, to experi
ence disappointment in others will not now so 
strongly be demanded of you. REAL GAIN 
through friends and those who care for you 
is now indicated. Plan to expand your social 
and personal life this month; but try to keep 
sensible and don’t be indiscreet. That will be 
your difficulty all through early 1937 : trying 
to use restraint and good judgment!

Favorable days: 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 12, Ip, 16, 21,
22, 26, 27, 28.

Unfavorable: 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 18, 19, 20, 24, 25.
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The February Outlook for Sagittarius
For Those Born Between November 21 st 

and December 21st

M ANV favorable conditions should be
gin to manifest themselves in your life 
with the beginning of this month. Some 

adverse circumstances will still exist, but. a new 
and smoother outlook will lie ahead for you.

I want to tell you about Mars and its influ
ence before outlining the more favorable vi
brations of February. Mars occupies a rather 
dangerous position for you, as a Sagittarius 
person. When this planet is in the sign it oc
cupies until March 13th, it intensifies resent
ment, anger and irritation; it brings contact 
with hospitals and places of confinement; se
cret enmity or imposition of others tends to 
stir your wrath and ire. Someone you love is 
apt to be a source of sorrow or disappoint
ment for you. SMOULDERING W R A iH  or 
emotions is the keynote of this vibration. Mars 
will be adverse to you, kindling these things 
which I have indicated as a threat to you, on the 
4th, 7th, 18th, 19th and 25th. Have your health 
built prior to January 14th, if possible, and 
then protect yourself and your welfare at the 
times 1 outline as unfavorable. This is no plan
etary vibration with which to trifle, so exer
cise discretion and try to promote general peace 
and optimism at these times when Mars is ad
verse to you.

And now for good news! Jupiter, stimulating 
earning power, finances and money matters, 
will benefit you all this month, except on the 
11th and 20th. On that date, waste of money, 
extravagance and rising expenditures should 
be avoided. When Jupiter is favoring your fi
nancial prospects, you will find obstacles re
moving themselves from your money-road. Im
portant financial days for you this month 
are the 2nd, 5th, 21st, 22nd, 26th and 27th. 
Secret dreams will begin to be realized. Gains 
through past investments and through new bus
iness expansion and increasing good fortune 
in business matters are indicated. This will be 
one of the auspicious times of 1937 in which 
to promote financial well-being. Marked gains 
in earning power or money are indicated. Push

as s

all financial matters at this time. Trips, new 
plans, agreements, collection of money will all 
be stimulated by your stars during February.

Relatives and neighbors may be a source of 
concern, annoyance or trouble for you this 
month. Bad news and quarrelsome news are 
indicated on the unfavorable days. Try to avoid 
trouble, particularly in communicating with 
others, and in travel. Definite accident vibra
tions wiR operate in your life through short 
trips.

Venus will stimulate pleasures, amuse
ments and romance in your life. Things and 
people you love will be very important to you. 
An increased sense of well-being will permeate 
your outlook. Speculation and investment will 
appeal to you. Friends and social matters will 
intrigue and attract you. Children or younger 
people will be important to you in your plans 
for the future. You will find more happiness 
existing in your life now. Your magnetic at
traction will be greater.

This month will be a period in which to build 
your foundations of the coming year. The plans 
and dreams you have longed to put into oper
ation can now be advanced. The arrow of your 
aspirations will not be stopped in its flight, 
now, as it has been in past few months. New 
honors and marked improvements in your bus
iness, emotional life, pleasures, social activi
ties and money interests will all be stimulated.

Your ambitions are going to be important to 
you now. Peculiar and unusual experiences can 
be expected during this month as destiny be
gins to flash upon the screen of your life many 
unexpected achievements, surprises and oppor
tunities. Promote your financial and business 
welfare, by all means, now.

Favorable days: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 15, 16, 21, 
22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28.

Unfavorable: 4, 6, 7, 9J 11, 14, 18, 19, 20, 25.
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The February Outlook for Capricorn
[2  L£l LjD Hi uD E5j

For Those Born Between December 21st 
and January 21st 

% £ ffl

y OUR personal life and plans will be acti
vated in an important manner all this 
month. Improving health, a happier 
mental outlook and a more optimistic trend of 

affairs in your life will exist. Changes, a break
ing up of old habits or ideas and improvement 
in work, health and personal affairs, can be ex
pected between the 1st and 10th. On the 11th you 
may experience conflict with another person or 
find an old condition ending or' breaking up. 
Guard your health and avoid trips or changes on 
the adverse days of February. New personal ad
vantages and opportunities can be expected. 
Improvements in your appearance, health and 
morale can be expected.

Your finances and earning power may be a 
source of quarrels, friction and concern to you 
as the month advances. The Sun and Mercury 
will affect the part of your birthday-chart 
which rules “ earning power and finances.”

These matters will be activated in a drastic 
manner during the month; you will be more 
ambitious, want and need more money and find 
financial interests occupying your time and at
tention. Do not, however, try to collect money 
owed you, make agreements or changes which 
could affect finances, or let indiscretion cause 
you to waste money. These things are indicat
ed. On the 4th, expenditures will be heavy; 
quarrels and trouble with others may exist. 
Sudden tension will affect your financial and 
money interests. On the 18th and 19th, health 
and work may prove expensive, and you should 
be careful to avoid loss or strain of credit. Spec
ulative or investment matters could prove ex
pensive at these times. Otherwise, the month 
is favorable for gains in financial, business and 
personal affairs.

Mars is the interesting factor in your per
sonal life now. It will affect friends, acquaint
ances and all social matters. Quarrels with 
friends will occur, strain on the heart-ties and 
friendships can be expected on the 4th, 7th, 
11th, 18th and 25th. Danger of accident or sick
ness for a friend will exist. With the exception 
of these dates, you can expect gains through

powerful friends, organizations and associa
tions. Trouble can be expected during Febru
ary, but if you “ use your head”  you will find 
powerful forces working to aid and benefit you. 
Your ambitions will be strong, now, and you 
will be more aggressive. Try to use reason and 
discretion in all personal dealings with other 
people. If trouble through or with others arises 
consider it a “ house cleaning,”  or temporary 
storm, and do not take it seriously or act upon 
impulse.

Uranus will stimulate pleasures and amuse
ments; it will give you a sense of well-being 
which will be invaluable to you. Unexpected 
surprises will come to you during the month. 
A separation or estrangement could occur on 
the 18th, so don't take risks on that date.

As opportunity comes to you this month, 
take it. Expect the unexpected. Improving con
ditions are indicated by your stars, so be ready 
for them. Old conditions seem to end, while a 
new cycle and a new era of your life begins. 
Your personality will be better, now; you will 
be able to attract the things you need and de
sire in your life. You can expect definite im
provements in your personal and emotional in
terests. A new friend will come into your life 
now, aggressive and martial, who may prove 
very helpful to you.

This month is the auspicious time in which 
to make reforms, changes and start the new 
activities you have in mind. On the 2lst, Jupi
ter and Neptune will stimulate your ambi
tions; good news from a distance wiH come tc> 
you. Old disappointing conditions wiU begin 
to break up. New ideas will be real and power
ful. Unexpected opportunity and change (prob
ably travel) is shown. New studies are indi
cated; legal matters are favored.

Favorable days: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, 
16, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28.

Unfavorable: 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 17, 18, 19,
20, 25.
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The February Outlook for Aquarius
a ¡a a

For Those Born Between January 2 lit  and 
and February 19th

A SOMEWHAT unusual and exciting 
month lies before you. Many unfavor
able conditions will exist, while a few ad

verse happenings or circumstances which are 
indicated can be avoided if you are fore-warn
ed.

Mars now stimulates and affects your present 
position in life. Your credit, dealings with the 
public, with superiors or those in positions of 
authority will all he activated by Mars. Trouble 
with others, quarrels with business persons and 
those in authority, and strained credit is indi
cated. Do not over-expand, for this feature 
will be dangerous during the month. The 
danger of accidents, cuts, burns and trouble 
with others will arise on the 4th, 7th, 11th, 
14th, 18th, 19th, 20th and 25th; but since Mars 
is adverse to you until March 13 th, try to re
member this influence at all times.

Venus will stimulate short trips, reforms and 
improvements in your environment. Happier 
conditions will exist in your relationships with 
others. Some close contact with a relative or 
someone you love is shown; good news and 
gain from others coming to you in letters or 
communications from others is shown. Your 
creative talents will be stimulated in an un
usual manner; reading, writing and all mental 
interests will be cultivated now. You will be 
more optimistic and find more harmony in 
your surroundings. Pleasure trips will be taken. 
These matters are favored except on the 20th.

Unseen reforms and improvements will be 
undertaken in your life. Health and physical 
matters will require your attention. Some con
tact with a hospital or place of confinement 
may occur. Improvement of your appearance 
and your health will be undertaken. Protect 
your welfare and health very carefully on the 
11th when your health and work is apt to he 
adversely affected by bad news concerning the 
troubles or losses of another.

You will be able to make friends of your 
enemies. That sense of disappointment which

you have felt in your association with others 
for so long will be leaving you. A somewhat 
secretive friendship will now he entertained. 

 ̂ou will be realizing new ambitions and the aid 
of powerful forces will come to you.

Financial matters will be on a conservative 
but favorable basis during most of this month. 
Try to let good fortune COME TO YOU now 
rather than force matters. Lack of restraint and 
care will be the features to avoid, for these will 
cause any difficulties you may now experience.

Neptune will benefit your ability to gain 
through and from other people. Amusements, 
social matters, pleasures, romance, children and 
partnerships will be sources of gain. A  some
what secretive or hidden speculation or chance 
you take should prove remunerative. The 
health, finances and affairs of someone from 
whom you expect to gain will be stimulated 
during this month, particularly on the 21st. 
The realization of a financial ambition of long 
standing will come to you. Finances, earning 
power and money matters will present a new 
picture to you; opportunity to gain in partner
ship and in dealing with others is indicated.

You will feel nervous and restless as the 
month advances. A feeling of rebellion at ex
isting limitations or restrictions must be con
trolled. YOU will be the controlling hand at the 
steering gear of your life, as it were. The desire 
for change, excitement or new experiences must 
be counteracted by steady reasoning. On the 4th 
and 18th, particularly, try to use your innate 
good judgment, guarding your health and wel
fare, and avoiding quarrels, separations or 
estrangements. Upsets in the home and busi
ness can be expected at these times.

Favorable days: 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, 
21, 22, 26, 27, 28.

Unfavorable: 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 18, 19, 20, 24, 
25. 6
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The February Outlook for Pisces
For Those Born Between February 19tli 

and March 21st

W ITH a- new month facing you, new con
ditions can be expected. Venus begins 
now to stimulate and improve your fi

nances and earning power. Its harmoni
ous rays will favorably influence your ability 
to make money or enhance your financial af
fairs. Try to avoid extravagance or waste, how
ever, on the unfavorable days. Unexpected fi
nancial favors and opportunities can now be ex
pected.

Travel will not be. favored on the 4th, 7th, 
11th, 14th, 18th, 20th and 25th. The danger 
of accidents, legal difficulties and serious quar
rels or risks will exist at these times. Secret 
enmity will harass you on the 4th and 18th. Bad 
news and contacts with hospitals or places of 
confinement may arise. Legal matters will NOT 
be favored on the 4th and on other unfavorable 
days of February. While one phase of your life 
will be improving and clearing, another factor 
will tend to cause dissatisfaction and rebellion. 
Secret matters should he carefully avoided dur
ing February although this may not possi
ble, for a strong element of secrecy runs through 
your life during the entire month.

Sudden changes, new activities, unexpected, 
exciting news and improvements in your en
vironment and surroundings can be expected. 
New ideas will be favored. Changes can be un
dertaken with enthusiasm and realization of 
success except on the few unfavorable days.

Your friendships will seem to be very va^ t 
able nowr; and they will be. You will g^ jp  
through powerful people in a position to bene
fit you. Your income, earning power and finan
cial outlook will be greatly favored. Your own 
position in life will be enhanced and improved. 
Definite happiness through others is shown for 
you. Matters depending upon the favors or co
operation of others should be advanced on the 
favorable day's. The 21st should be a date when 
definite advancement through friends or oth
ers in a position to benefit you should be ex

perienced. Business, credit, finances and an im
proved position in your life can he expected. 
Marriage matters and partnerships for the first 
time since 1929 begin to “ get a break”  and 
prove more harmonious to you. Your contacts 
with the public will be agreeable and favorable. 
That sense of confusion, disappointment, chaos 
and disillusionment will not exist for you.

Try to accomplish and achieve definite re
sults in your life during February. Don’t waste 
your time, for the month is valuable for you. 
With March another series of difficulties may 
test you, but you can avoid many of those by 
your accomplishments now. Advancement and 
rise in life is definitely indicated by your stars 
during February.

Your interest in mental and creative features 
will be favored now. Any IDEAS which you 
have to promote can receive attention and 
favor during this month. You will be more in 
the limelight, and your personality and ¡appear
ance should he “ polished to a high point” so 
that there will be no possibility of your failing 
to achieve the new gains or favors promised 
by your stars.

Don’t be afraid of romance and personal 
happiness now. Try to expand your life so that 
you can be in a position to attract new people, 
new things and new favors. Plans for travel, 
change and unexpected new conditions are the 
outstanding features of your life now; so, don’t 
let delays or hindrances discourage you.

You are now beginning to experience con
ditions which promise the realization of your 
hopes and wishes.

Favorable days: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, 
16, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28.

Unfavorable: 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 17, 
24, 25.
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SIMPLIFYING ASTROLOGY
By ALMA CRAWFORD GRANING

Price $1.00. This is a handbook for beginners. It is especially designed for 
those who have not had previous astrological studies.

A to Z Horoscope Maker and Delineator
By LLEWELLYN GEORGE

Price $5.00. This is a comprehensive treatise on Astrology from the very 
fundamentals of erecting and reading a horoscope to the higher branches 
of this great science. EVERYONE SHOULD HAVE IT.

The New Astroiogian Outfit
By LLEWELLYN GEORGE

Price is $10.50, postpaid. This is a complete student’s outfit and includes a 
series of seven lessons, textbooks, horoscope blanks, time maps, sample 
charts, and everything you need for your Astrological studies.

ORDER ANY OF THE ABOVE BOOKS FROM:

Alma Crawford Graning
Box .36, Station “ A ’1 Los Angeles, California
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